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Get set f 

If you're a RECEIVER MANUFACTURER 
your set is ready to deliver, with a Thomas 
tube. 

If you're a TELEVISION SERVICEMAN 
you're prepared to send those use -worn receivers back into the game fresh and 
rarin' to go, with a Thomas tube. 

If you're a JOBBER OR DISTRIBUTOR 
you're stocked to meet servicemen's increasingly heavy demands for the 
fastest- moving tube in the game, with Thomas tubes. 

For, business -wise and performance -wise, "Action" in television 
picture tubes demands Thomas - the strongest tube 

in anybody's line -up! 

THOMAS ELECTRONICS, Inc. 

1 18 Ninth Street Passaic. New Jersey 
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MT-SMALL TELEPHONE 

MR- MEDIUM POWER 

PR-POWER 

411=1111Me-..r 

KL -LIGHT DUTY 

f :t 

KR -LIGHT DUTY 

HG- MERCURY CONTACT 

SP -SHOCK PROOF 

4',1.11f 

ST 7ELEnHOiJ2 

MS- MOTOR START 

LT -LARGE TELEPHONE 

! i \- 
LS-PLATE 

SM -SUPER MIDGET LC-PLATE 

(-Pifer &Tpitmfill 
Standard and Sp 

P 8 8 Max. Contact 
Series Arrangement 

PR 2 form C 
LM 2 form C 

SU 4 form C 
El 4 form C 
LC 1 form C 
MR 2 form C 
FR 2 form C 
LS 1 form C 

LP 1 form C 
MS 1 form B 

KL 4 form C 
HG 2 form C 
SM 1 form C 
KR 2 form C 
SP 2 form C 
ST 12 springs 

single stack 
LT 24 springs 

Dual Stack 
MT 12 springs 

Dual Stock 
CA 1 Form X 

SPSTNO -DB 
Enclosure for LT only 
Enclosure for MT only 

Enclosure for MT or KR 
Enclosure for MT or KR 

ecial Relays to meet any Specification 
Coil 

Operation Height Width Length 
AC-DC 2516 21/2 31/2 

DC 2'/r 1'/r 2% 
AC-DC 2% I'/i6 2'/x 
AC-DC 2% l'/6 31fAB 

DC 1 5A l'/' 25/6 
AC-DC 1% 11/2 2',16 
AC-DC 1'G 1'/z 2'Sí6 

DC 1'/s 1'/B 2% 
DC 1 °/r 1'/: VA, 
AC P'16 2116 2% 

AC-DC 11S1s I 9A6 I T/r 

AC-DC X 2'16 2% 
DC Yo Diam. 1546 

AC-DC 1 '/. l'A6 111A6 

AC-DC 1 s/r I '/: 2'/r 

DC 2% 

DC 1'SAB 1 T/a 

AC-DC 1 Yn 

AC -DC 1'/ 
Dust cover only 4'% 

Hermetically 
Sealed 23, 
Sealed 2 

Sealed 2 

"A6 

1'/r 
12%2 

113/a 
1131, 

CONTACT ARRANGEMENT FORMS 

- 11 

-TT- 

2'%, 

4" 

2% 
2% 

i I'A6 
1'h Octal 
1 Y. Solder 

Auxiliary holding contacts can be supplied on Send us your specifications for recommendations 
several types on special order. and quotations. Write for master catalog fully 

illustrating and describing all series and models. 
Your electronic ports distributor stocks P 8 B 

standard relays. 
Additional insulation to comply with Underwriters 
recommendations on special order. 

POTTER & BRUMFIELD 225 N. Main Street Princeton, Indiana 
Engineering sales offices in princ'm Export: 2020 Engineering Building, Chicago 6, Illinois 

FR -PHOTO FLASH EL- LATCHING 

LP-PLATE 

fT ; 

SU- MULTIPLE LEAF 

MT OR KR - HERMETICALLY 
SEALED OCTAL PLUG 

MT OR KR - HERMETICALLY 
SEALED SOLDER HEADER 

MT- HERMETICALLY SEALED 

LT-DUST COVER 
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Focusing video relleetar for long -range optical pickup, object in this instance being the new TV antenna 
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TYPE LR 
without lino switch 

TYPE LRD 
with SP ST lin 
switch 

TYPE LRA -10 
with DP ST lino 
switch 

DUAL 

CONCENTRICS 

FOR 
TV 

These sturdy little Stackpole LR type controls handle 
higher wattages more dependably than most controls 
that are a good bit larger in size. Less than an inch in 
diameter, they're conservatively rated at .5 watt for use 
where voltage across the units does not exceed 350 
volts for linear tapers, or for non -linear ones having 
a taper of no less than 10% of the total resistance at 
50% rotation, provided that 225 volts is not exceeded. 
Thus there is plenty of wattage capacity for a wide va- 
riety of present day uses including many television 
applications. Stackpole LP type controls, slightly larger, 
are rated .6 watt at linear taper if 500 volts is not ex- 
ceeded and also at .6 watt if the resistance is not less 
than 10% at 50% rotation, provided that 250 volts is 
not exceeded. 

LR controls are available as concentric shaft duals. 

Electronic Components Division 

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY 
ST. MARYS, PA. 

TeleViion Engineering, November, 1950 3 
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A New Vacuum Pump 
YOU'RE LOOKING AT THE NEW KINNEY VAC- 

UUM PUMP MODEL CVD 3534 - A SMALL PUMP 

FOR BIG RESULTS! HERE'S WHAT THIS COM- 

POUND VACUUM PUMP GIVES YOU: 

- Free air displacement of 4.9 cu. 

ft. per min. (139 liters per min.) .. . 

operates with ' 3 HP motor. 

- McLeod gauge absolute pres- 
sure readings of 0.1 micron (0.0001 
mm Hg.) or better. 

- "Flick- switch" readiness ... no 
hand starting or "warm -up" prob- 
lems. Just flick the switch and Model 
3534 is in operation. 

- The same consistent perform- 
ance and long -lived efficiency that 
have made Kinney Pumps famous in 
all phases of low pressure processing. 

See how Model CVD 3534 can save you money in 

power, processing time, and upkeep costs. Write for 

new Bulletin V50 -A. Kinney Manufacturing Co., 3621 

Washington St., Boston 30, Mass. Representatives in 

New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Houston, New Orleans, 

Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Son Francisco, Seattle. 

MAKING OLD THINGS BETTER 

MAKING NEW THINGS POSSIBLE 

Foreign Representatives: General Engineering Co. 

(Radcliffe) Ltd., Station Works, Bury Road, Radcliffe, 

Lancashire, England ... Horrocks, Roxburgh Pty., 

Ltd., Melbourne, C. I. Australia ... W. S. Thomas & 

Taylor Pty., Ltd., Johannesburg, Union of South Africa 

. Novelectric, Ltd., Zurich, Switzerland ... C.I.R.E., 

Piazza Cavour 25, Rome, Italy. 

KINNEY 
Vacuum Pumps 

TeleVision Engineering. Nnsenrber. 1950 
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The New 

Thu Mont- Hotnus 
v'UPERSPEEO 

U'L 
Sets new standards of performance, utility and econ- 

omy for TV station operation. Provides a means of film 
pickup that approaches the contrast and clarity char- 
acteristic of studio productions. 

+ DIRECT FILM PROJECTOR 

Used with a Du Mont Special Image -Orthicon film pickup to 
give studio clarity to movies and teletranscriptions. 

j BACKGROUND PROJECTOR 

Brings dramatic moving sets and backgrounds into any 
studio. Eliminates costly and cumbersome sets and back- 
drops. 

IMAGE ORTHICON PICKUP MEAD For information on the Superspeed Projector or other 
Du Mont Telecasting Equipment write, phone, or visit. 

O ALLEN B. DU MONT 

LABORATORIES. INC. 

NW- 

FLYING SPOT SCANNER ACORN TRANSMITTER 

RF WAVEFORM MONITOR 

OUMONT 7L-74-,,4-/Azi-,4-,e7d-,,--,;,,,, 
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.. TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DIVISION. CLIFTON. N. J. 

'l'eleV i +ion Engineering, November, 1950 S 
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Early American Gunsmith .. . 

Arming the soldiers of "young "America was a formid. 
able task for the new, untried nation. Each musket, the 
weapon of the day, was laboriously made by hand ... 
and repaired by hand. 

It was Eli Whitney, Massachusetts -born Yale graduate, 
who showed the way to improvement. In 1798, he under- 
took to supply the U.S. Army with the unheard of 
quantity of "10,000 stand of arms" to be delivered within 
two years -a commission beyond the imagination of the 
most skilled mechanists of the day. To do this Whitney 
developed the concept of interchangeable gun parts 
wherein the several parts were as readily adapted to each 

SPRAGUE 
PIONEERS IN 

ELECTRIC AND 

other as it each had been made tor his respective teltow.' 
History shows that Eli Whitney succeeded and from 
this humble, little- remembered beginning the new era 
of mass production was underway. 

In the electronic, radio, and electrical fields alone, 
Sprague has done much to arm modern. America. Of 
some 10,000 different component design variations pro- 
duced each year, many are produced by the millions. 
But most important, like Whitney's interchangeable 
weapons, each component of a given type maintains its 
particular characteristics to an outstandingly high 
degree of uniformity. 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COmPHY 
North Adams, Massachusetts 

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT 

SUBMINIATURE PAPER CAPACITORS, her- 
metically sealed in metal cases, are a Sprague 
product developed especially to meet the 
rigors of military service. A direct result of 
new techniques, materials, and processes 

evolved after painstaking research, they 
provide optimum performance under the 
most stringent electrical, temperature, and 
humidity conditions. Operating temperatures 
cover a range of 55 °C to 125 °C. 

6 TeleVi ion Engineering. November. 1950 
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LEWIS 

November, 1950 

produce an allocation plan which would not fulfill the 
FCC priorities, as well as a lower and more flexible 
separation standard. The proposed vhf plan would provide 
for only 2/3 as many vhf stations in the eastern part of 
the country as a triangular lattice pattern would allow. 
This is in spite of the fact, he added, that a considerable 
number of the stations are actually spaced more closely 
together than 220 miles. Therefore, O'Brien said, it may 
be suspected that the total area supplied with at least one 
signal would fall far below the theoretical maximum 
which could be covered by any triangular lattice pattern, 
regardless of the station separation used. The unpredict- 
able coverage of uhf and the 220 -mile pattern inconsis- 
tency, in the opinion of O'Brien, indicated that a new 
plan providing for the efficient use of the vhf channels 
is the answer to the problem. Such a plan might provide 
for more stations by closer co- channel separation and a 

more flexible standard for station spacing. In the eastern 
part of the country where communities are close together. 
spacing of 100 miles and upward might be considered on 

the basis of local needs, with no hard and fast minimums 
set. It was reported that such spacing exists right now, 
and with benefits of offset carrier, apparently good service 
is being provided. 

The offset carrier principle came in for a bit of criticism, 
too. Appearing on behalf of ABC. Frank G. Kear said that 
it has been found difficult. if not impossible, to maintain 
proper offset carrier operations over extended periods, 
in the present state of the art. 

Tower heights and corresponding erps received an in- 

teresting review by Earl Cullum, Jr., who disclosed that 
for channels 2 to 6. the standard erp for metropolitan 
stations should be 100 kw, with an antenna height. above 
average terrain, of 1000 feet. For channels 7 to 13, the erp 
should be 300 kw on a 1000 -foot antenna height. For 
the ultrahighs. heights of 1000 feet or more were recom- 
mended with erps of 100 to 1000 kw. 

Probing the amount of time it takes to develop television 
circulation and its effect on the veil high-ultrahigh transi- 
tion. Walter Evans, of Westinghouse, said that the speed 
at which such a transfer might occur depends on many 
factors. First. he declared, there must be designed, manu- 
factured and distributed an acceptable set at a price com- 
petitive with present sets, and second, industry must pro- 
cure the necessary materials. in light of the current world 
situation. The ingenuity of the American industry will un- 
questionably solve the first problem. he added, but .. . 

"the answer to the second appears to lie in Moscow and 
not in Washington." 

The road ahead for those channels upstairs appears to 
be rocky. rough and, according to many, just dangerous. 
-L. W. 

The Veryhigh- Ultrahigh Snarl 
WITH THAT KEY TRIAL of the channels, which should de- 
termine our future course in production and transmission, 
at long last in the testimony stage, the complexities of the 
entangling issues have been brought into sharp focus. 
Every factor from station separation to power output 
appears to have surrounded itself with acute troubles, 
the most serious of which are in the uhf camp. Witness 
after witness reported to the Commission that those ultra - 
highs were companions to trouble, at least at present. 

Speaking for the Association of Federal Communica- 
tions Consulting Engineers, Glenn Gillett said that the 
uhf channels will not be developed to the present state of 
the vhf channel, within an appreciable time ... "because 
of the lack of equipment and the uncertain factors relative 
to uhf propagation." Accordingly, in the association's 
opinion, ultrahigh assignments should not be considered 
on a par with vhf, since ... "vhf operation is and will 
continue to be the backbone of television for many years 
to come." On the basis of an assortment of available data. 
the association said that it believed that the uhf curves of 
the Commission reflected a more favorable service con- 
dition than would be actually encountered in practice. 
The rugged terrain of many portions of the country, they 
felt. would cause the uhf signals to fall below 50 per cent 
of the locations at lesser distances than predicted by the 
FCC. The problem of oscillator radiation was also cited 
as a sore spot in the uhf picture. It was the group's opinion 
that the 41 -me i/ now under consideration by the RTMA 
would result in interference to reception, seven channels 
separated. If. of course, in the assignments, seven- channel 
separation in the same service area could be avoided, the 
problem would disappear. The use of a higher if. probably 
around 111 mc. has been mentioned as another solution 
to the problem. 

In another critical review of uhf, B. C. O'Brien of 
WHEC. said that the experience and propagation measure- 
ments of the ultrahigh station in Bridgeport, as well as 
the earlier surveys of others, have done little to "... re- 
move doubts and uncertainty regarding the coverage 
capabilities of a uhf station." O'Brien felt that ... "more 
certain than ever that a uhf station is going to be severely 
restricted in coverage as compared to a vhf station, at 
least in anything but prairie country." Discussing the 
policy of intermixing, O'Brien said that he felt that it 

would be a grave mistake to allocate uhf stations in those 
areas where a vhf audience has already been established. 

The co- channel proposals were also subjected to some 
caustic barbs by the WHEC rep, who declared that the 
suggested spacing of 220 miles for vhf and 200 miles 
on uhf does not make the most efficient use of the vhf 
channels. A rigid adherence to this value, he said, would 
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The Management Front 
Television in Industry: TV. which to most has been 

purely a medium of entertainment. has been considered by 
many to be just as ideal a medium for other purposes. such 
as might be. for instance. found in industry. In one effort 
to probe this possibility. it was noted that TV could be used 
for accident prevention. the direct reduction of operating 
expense and the reduction of operation expense by the reduc- 
tion of capital required to make information available at 
a remote point. 

Nearly all walks of life- manufacturing. surgical. shows. 
banking. coal. steel. public utilities. nuclear physics. and 
power plants were found to he fertile fields for sound applica- 
tions. Reporting on these potentialities. recently. Dr. V. N. 
Zworykin said that in standard industrial operations. such as 
coal mining. industrial television may serve as a valuable 
complement in mechanization. permitting remote control of 
the digging machines and increased economy in the following 
of narrow seams. In the automotive industry. he pointed out, 
performance tests can be facilitated by mounting the TV 
camera at suitable points on the chassis. indicating the reac- 
tion of car components front favorable. but normally inac- 
cessible. points of vantage. 

In another report by Du Mont. it was disclosed that color 
could be introduced effectively in industrial applications. 
With equipment designed strictly for closed- circuits. it has 
been found possible to achieve high- resolution. high -fidelity 
color through the use of a bandwidth 18 -mc wide. A fast 
180 field -per- second frame repetition rate is used. providing 
bright. Ilickerless images. 

The equipment, which incidentally uses the color -wheel 
technique with 500 -line horizontal resolution, can not only be 
used for pure industrial applications, but research and de- 
velopment. merchandising. and particularly educational work. 
The latter feature was demonstrated quite effectively recently 
during a meeting of physicians. when a series of operations 
were colorcast. 

In still another report on industrial TV. the possibilities of 
third -dimensional TV have been revealed. In a study of this 

Special fixture, with a mirror and TV chassis, used for 
preliminary alignment and testing of a completed picture 

tube assembly. (Courtesy Philco) 

8 

striking application at the Argonne National Lab. it was 
found that twin lenses. set approximately eyes -width apart, 
provided pick up of the object at slightly different angles, 
and the pair of pictures could 1w handled through the 
ramera in a conventional fashion. transmitted by coax cable 
and recunstrurted in the receiver. 

Describing the system recently at the NEC meeting in 
Chicago. H. R. Johnston. C. A. Hermanson and H. L. Hill of 
the lab. said that at the receiving end of the stereo -television 
system. the twit images appear side by side on the face of a 
standard picture tube. Two polarizing filters whose axes of 
polarization are at right angles to each other are placed im- 

mediately in front of the images on the picture tube. An 
observer wears a pair of polarizing spectacles so oriented that 
the right eye is permitted to see only the right eye image and 
the left eye to see only the left eye image. In addition, a 
pair of glass prisms are placed in front of the eyes to enable 
the observer to fuse the two pictures into a single three - 
dimensional image. 

Another method featuring the use of two picture tubes 
was also detailed. In this instance. the tubes are arranged 
at right angles to each other and a senti- transparent mirror is 
placed so as to bisect the right angle between them. By 
means of positioning controls. the right eye picture is placed 
in the center of one tube and the left eye picture appears in 
the center of the other tube. With crossed polarizing filters 
on the tubes and corresponding crossed polarized spectacles, 
the observer looking into the mirror -,es the original object 
in three dimensions depth I. \l itlt the naked eye, the 
resultant single picture is flat and blurred. With the polar- 
ized spectacles. the blurring disappears and the result is a 
clear picture in which the differences of depth are vivid. 
This super -position method permits several observers, wearing 
polarized spectacles. to view the object simultaneously. 

The use of two TV camera pickup tube. arranged side by 
side in a horizontal direction, is also under study. In this 
arrangement. the left pickup tube would supply a left eye 
view to one of the receiving tubes of the dual receiver and 
the right pickup tube would supply the video signal for the 
second receiving tube. 

Checking color content and screen coating of picture tubes to 
assure good black -and -white reproduction. Operator notes the 
ratio of green, blue und amber against a standard illuminant. 

(Courtesy Philco) 
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Research 

Half- Million Pound Sound Test Chamber: In a 

room. fitted with 256 loudspeakers. mounted close together in 
a panel of 16 rows of 16 speakers each. the acoustics lab of 
MIT have devised means of measuring sounds of every con- 
ceivable level up to the roar of field artillery. With the aid 
of this unique setup the lab hopes to find solutions to a 

variety of sound problems. 
The scheme for sound measurement has essentially three 

parts. A uniform steady sound is pushed toward one side of 
a wall to be tested. On the other side is a microphone which 
picks up the sound which gets through the test sample. As 
the microphone moves, the sound it finds is amplified and 
recorded on a super- precise electronic mapping device. 

This sound- measuring method was first proposed during 
World War II by Professor L. L. Beranek, now technical 
director of the lab. The equipment has been built under 
the direction of Professors Bolt and Beranek, while the elec- 

tronics equipment is the work of Dr. Jordan J. Baruch. 
Electronic oscillators drive the speakers. and they can be 

phased so that they all push in unison, forward and back- 
ward simultaneously, or so that some are a bit ahead or be- 

hind others. 
The array of loudspeakers is brought up close to the panel 
h-e sound- carrying is to be checked, and covered from 

behind so that the rest of MIT is relatively sheltered from 

their insistent whine. In front, they create a barrage of 

sound against the wall section under test. Most conventional 
walls will be tested without full power. but a full 320 watts 

Interior of new test chamber in the MIT 
acoustics lab. Left to right. Dr. Richard H. 

Bolt, director of the lab and Dr. Jordan I. 

Baruch, designer of the electronic equipment. 
pointing to extremely sensitive microphone 
which travels back and forth until it covers 

the entire area of a sound test section. 

Analysis is carried out entirely automatically. 
On the right is Dr. L. L. Beranek, t chnical 

director of the lab. 

may be needed to push the noise through very sound- resistant 
st ructu res. 

The test panel. mounted on a steel frame. is set into one 

wall of a sound -proof concrete test chamber. whose walls, 
ceiling. and floor (except for the test panel hole) are foot - 

thick solid concrete- This whole box sits on its own founda- 

tions in the center of the lab. 

Inside the test chamber is a tiny microphone which moves 

systematically across the face of the wall panel; this busy 

messenger reports on how much sound gets through each 

component of the panel- window, siding and insulation, stud- 

ding. or whatever there is and sends the report to a mapping 
device and automatically puts the information on a map -like 
plot of the test panel. 

The result is a contour map which shows what parts of the 

panel muffle sounds best. what parts do so less effectively. 

The inside of the concrete test room, where the microphone 
travels its mechanical course, is a cave -like maze of glass 

fibre wedges coming up from the floor, down from the ceiling 
and in from the sides. To enter the room one walks on a 

wire mesh strung taut over the wedges. By absorbing sound 

which would otherwise bounce around the room, the wedges 

leave the microphone free to concentrate on the noise that 
comes through the test panel. 

There is also a hole in the ceiling of the test cell through 

which floor panels can he evaluated. 

Apparatus which records sound in studies carried out in MIT test chamber. Dr. Baruch, who 
designed the electronic recording device is watching the stylus as it draws a sound "contour 
map" from information transmitted automatically by sensitive microphone moving about in test 

chamber. 
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Equipment Alignment: A technique has been de- 
veloped by the Naval Research Laboratory which may be 
employed to indicate, by direct reading or recording, the 
immediate or long -time frequency variation as related to a 
standard oscillator to a few parts in 10 °. Although its original 
purpose was to satisfy this need as applied to primary and 
secondary standards. the system has been found to be of great 
value in facilitating investigations in crystal and circuit stu- 
dies where changes in parameters result in small frequency 
changes. 

This technique can be applied to record any variable which 
can be converted to frequency change. For example, it could 
be adapted to measure extremely small temperature variation 
simply by including a temperature -sensitive element in the 
frequency -determining circuit such as the crystal in the oscil- 
lator producing the frequency of the standard to be measured. 

In the field of frequency and time determination. it is 
often necessary to determine the frequency difference between 
two standard oscillators. This presents a difficult problem 
since the difference in frequency may be in the order of a 
few parts in 10 ". 

Although various methods have been devised to perform 
this measurement, they either are not direct methods, or re- 
quire the offsetting of one of the base frequencies. The 
technique developed at the laboratory compares the frequency 
of a base standard with that of a similar standard and records 
the difference directly in parts in 10 ', 10', 108. or 10" without 
offsetting either frequency. 

In the equipment. designed and constructed at the lab, a 
standard base frequency of 100 kc is fed into a multiplier - 
divider system which produces upon separate jacks at its 
output 4995. 999, 99. and 9 kc. Another 100 -kc signal is fed 
into a harmonic generator which multiplies it to 5 mc. This 
5 -mc signal is then beat in a mixer section with the 4995 
kc obtained from the standard, producing a 5 -kc output. 
This output drives a divider which produces 1 kc. and a 
decade multiplier which produces 10 kc, 100 kc, and 1 mc. 

A switching system and mixer section follows. The switch 
is so arranged that the 999, 99, and 9 kc derived from, the 
standard can be mixed with 1 mc. 100. and 10 kc, respectively 

Use of sound.level recorder to evaluate the 
barely perceptible noise made by a kilowatt 
demand meter in a specially insulated "quiet" 
room in the new measurements lab of the 
G.E. Meter and Instrument Divisions at Lynn, 
Mass. The floor of this room is supported by 
coil springs, the walls built of layers of in- 
sulation material. Access is through three 
specially constructed doors, each heavily 

sound -proofed. 

and separately, producing an output in each case of 1 kc. The 
output of the mixer is then fed into a 1 -kc discriminator which 
produces zero voltage at 1 kc, a plus dc voltage when the 
frequency is higher than 1 kc, and a minus dc voltage when 
the frequency is lower than 1 kc. This voltage drives a one- 
milliampere zero- center dc recording meter calibrated in con- 
junction with the discriminator, so that a change of 10 cycles 
will cause the meter to read at the respective ends of the scale. 

High Definition Monochrome TV: A new approach 
towards the achievement of high definition, providing upward 
of a 50% increase in horizontal detail, has been disclosed by 
R. B. Dome of G.E. The fundamentally new feature of this 
system is the unique treatment of small detail in the picture 
as compared to the larger areas and larger detail of the pic- 
ture. Observations have been made which show that the eye 
is not as susceptible to flicker in small areas as it is to flicker 
in large areas. Based on this premise, a normal video band 
may be divided into two approximately equal portions. The 
low frequency portion can thus be transmitted in regular 
60 -cycle sequence as in present -day monochrome transmis- 
sions. But, the upper section of the video band may be 
utilized on odd fields for the transmission of picture detail 
normally transmitted by present transmitters on both odd and 
even fields. In this system. the superhigh video band of 
frequencies, extending beyond the band now capable of being 
transmitted, is transposed in frequency to fit into the upper 
section of the band which can be radiated and is transmitted 
on even fields. Thus, if the present band were divided in half, 
the detail could be extended by a factor of 50 %, so that in- 
stead of 350 line detail, an effective horizontal resolution of 
525 lines could be obtained. 

The system can be made compatible by using the principle 
of frequency- interlace when transmitting the super -high in- 
formation. The system is inherently compatible for 75% of 
the information without such treatment because the odd fields 
are exactly like present monochrome odd fields, and the even 
fields are like present monochrome even fields for the entire 
lower section of the frequency band. The only problem 
remaining is to make the super -high information transmission 

New type of "noise meter" recently perfected 
by Signal Corps Engineering Labs to 
unintentional interference or radiations pro- 
duced by electric fans, oil burners, automo- 

bile ignition systems, refrigerators. etc. 

Putting developmental Instruments through 
electrical tests at a harmonic generator, var. 
able frequency, and de power supply control 
board in the new lab of the G.E. Meter and 

Instrument Divisions. 
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have a minimum effect on present -day receivers. Since 
repetitive television information transmitted on alternate fields 
will largely integrate out, because of the persistence of vision 
providing the frequencies making up such a signal lie at odd 
harmonics of half the line frequency, it is proposed to trans- 
mit the super -high information in that manner, i.e., by fre- 
quency interlace. 

Two specific advantages have been claimed for system. 
which has been submitted to the FCC for study: I / I Sampling 
is not utilized so that no precision gating is required as in dot 
interlace: 12) the texture of the picture is not marred by a 
fine dot -truoture. 

Materials and Methods 
Iron Core Dimensional Specs: A new standard.' which 

defines the ternis commonly associated with electronic cores 
made from iron powder, and specifies the preferred dimen- 
sions of standard insert iron cores and threaded iron cores. 
has been prepared. Specifications include core diameters. 
lengths, screw inserts, insert size of tuning and insert cure.. 
screw driver slots for inserts, spaded inserts, screw driver 
slots molded in cores. Thread specifications for standard 
threaded iron cores are given along with outside diameters 
and maximum length, diameter tolerance versus permeability. 
screw driver slots and standard hexagonal holes. 

The standard was developed after investigation by the 
members of the Electronic Core Subcommittee of the Metal 
Powder Association Standards Committee. 

Silicone Rubber: A new silicone rubber compound, de- 
veloped by the G.E. chemical department, now permits rub- 
ber fabricators to mold silicone rubber parts with highly 
improved mechanical and thermal properties. 

Designated as 81223 compound, the rubber permits fabrica- 
tion of parts without prolonged oven cure. It is said to 
have excellent molding and extrusion properties after only a 

five -minute warmup. In view of its hot tear strength, parts 
with undercuts can easily be removed from molds; and being 

rHPA 11 50-A. 

Kel -F tube base developed for use by Eitel- 
McCullough. According to M. W. Kellogg Co., 
manufacturers of the plastic. polymer of 
trifluorochloroethylene, used in the base, was 
selected because of its resistance to high 
temperatures, good mechanical properties. 
high dielectric strength and ready mold - 
ability. The piece, measuring a little more 
than two inches in diameter and nearly 
three -quarters of an inch in depth, was in- 
jection molded by The American Molding Co 

San Francisco. 

neutral in color, stock can be colored for product identifica- 
tion purposes for individual fabricators. 

Fabricated parts obtained with the rubber compound have 

been found to have high tensile strength. high elongation, 
good electrical properties, and be serviceable over a tempera- 
ture range of 550° F to -85° F. 

Trends 
Unattended Repeaters: A microwave link. comprising 

two terminal stations and five unattended repeater sites, has 
been installed by WSM -TV to connect their network pro- 
gram facilities at Louisville. Kentucky. with the station at 
Nashville, a distance of 163 miles. 

To provide sound for the programs. FTL sound diplexing 
is used. This permits the sound and the picture to be picked 
up and transmitted over the same microwave link. 

Intermediate relays are located near Elizabethtown. Smith's 
Grove. Holtsclaw Hill, Bonnieville. Kentucky and liei kbridge, 
Tennessee. 

All the equipment in the relay system is ground mounted. 
The towers at the repeater sites are either one or two hundred 
feet in height depending on the terrain. 

At the base of each tower are two dishes pointed vertically 
upwards. At the top of each tower are two reflectors in- 
clined at forty -five degree angles. The receiving fly swatter 
transmits the microwave energy downward to -hc parabolic 
antenna which is connected by cable to the receiver. A coax 
cable connects the receiver output to the transmitter and 
sending antenna which transmits the radiant energy upward 
to the transmitting reflector. The beam is reflected so as 

to be transmitted to the next repeater. 
This television link equipment, which is turned on and off 

by time clocks. includes an automatic alarm. by means of 
which an instantaneous check of the entire system may be 
obtained. 

Unattended repeaters, predicted by many to be the ultimate 
solution for those long -distance transmitter to studio spans, 
have become quite an actuality with unlimited application 
possibilities looming ahead. -L. W. 

High -permeability core for deflection of wide. 
angle, large- screen picture tubes. Made of 
cold -rolled, grain oriented electrical steel 
(Hypereil). The core is wound and bonded 
in circular form from a continuous strip of 
5 -mil material. It is then cut accurately into 
two C shaped pieces for ease of assembly 
around the deflection coils. The extremely 
thin laminations plus the superior magnetic 
characteristics of the steel are said to result 
in excellent linearity and sharper pictures. 
The cores are rugged and free from magnetic 
instability due to change in temperature. 
Core is available in sizes to suit the applica- 

tion. (Courtesy Westinghouse) 

Printed corrugated container featuring card- 
board "springs" to cushion TV set against 
jolting made for RCA Victor by the Fibre Board 
Container Corp., Martinsville, Va., a division 
of Robert Gair Company, Inc., New York. In 
packing, set is fastened to a wood skid, cov- 
ered first with cottony cellulose, then with 
a moisture resistant paper bag, and finally 

inserted in the container. 
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Logic 

The efficient operation of a TV transmitter and studio, a 

s 

illustrated above at CBS TV studio) depends on the logical analysis and efficient 
maintenance of such equipment as that illustrated above at right and below at right. At right, a Dumont dual -film chain control. 

TELE:I.w\ has upset the old -line type 
of thinking there is no doubt of that. 
And in the process it has also created a 
mild paralysis. or befuddled condition, 
as it were. in the minds of some engi- 
neers and technicians. This condition, 
which may overshadow anything from 
the choice of test equipment to deter- 
mining the fitness of individuals, has 
been found to exist during the course 
of readjustment to changing conditions 
or new environment. a situation quite 
prevalent when broadcast engineers or 
new operators are broken in to TV 
station operation. As a result, snap 
judgments or distasteful experiences 
have been found to occur due to mis- 
understandings between various mem- 
bers of the staff. And. as a rule, these 
differences are without incident and re- 
adjustment follows a smooth. unevent- 
ful course. There are instances, how- 
ever, where opinions or conclusions 
may be so radically different that a 
common meeting of minds becomes im- 
possible. If these differences are seri- 
ous enough. they may disrupt group 
harmony and result in a less -efficient. 
less -coordinated staff. Individual pref- 
erences or opinions. while not so im- 
portant in AM broadcasting. can play 
havoc in TV. especially during emer- 
gency operation. Lack of cooperation 
or the failure to adopt a sound. logical 
procedure for emergencies or special 
operating conditions can produce dis- 
astrous results. 

It has been found that all important 
differences can be adjusted or brought 
to a common meeting point. if only 
these differences are analyzed and com- 
pared logically. A practical man. for 

12 

example. need not be a rugged individ- 
ualist who depends mainly on practical 
experience, nor should the theory man 
refuse to accept situations which do not 
appear in the text books. The two can 
be combined. in fact they must be com- 
bined if any degree of success is to be 
achieved. The most valuable man is 
the one who can draw from both prac- 
tical experience and theory. and at the 
same moment keep an open mind for 
suggestions. improvements. or new de- 
velopments. 

In probing the meaning of logic. as it 
applies to actual maintenance. the term 
could be defined as ... "that reasoning 
power which enables one to ferret out 
and identify a circuit failure while an- 
other man of equal technical ability is 
still looking for clues." 

In TV engineering, the use of logic 
is extremely important. Since a short 
period off the air is extremely expen- 
sive to the station, it is imperative that 
equipment be repaired and normal op- 
eration restored in the shortest possible 
time. 

Logic also covers the ability to deter- 
mine when and where a certain piece 
of test equipment should be used. Logic 
is equally important in determining the 
correct procedure in maintenance, emer- 
gency operations, preparation of sched- 
ules- or. for that matter. events which 
occur in every -day living. In short. 
logic is a short word which covers a lot 
of territory. 

Test Cases 

Now that we have a partial definition 
of logic and a few of its application. 

lot us apply the tern) to practical use 
and see how important it can be. The 
following cases (which, by the way, 
represent actual incidents), are not 
presented to cause possible embarrass- 
ment to any particular station or indi- 
vidual, but to demonstrate more force- 
fully the importance of logic in all 
phases and what can happen when it 
is not applied. These cases could prob- 
ably be classified as rare or isolated. 
Perhaps they are, but more likely they 
are not. Occurrences of this sort have 
a habit of slipping through when least 
expected. especially if the staff has not 
been well grounded in emergency main- 
tenance or operating procedure. 

After studying each case, you might 
analyze the situation and see what you 
would have dune under the same cir- 
cumstances. 

Case 1: The studio sync generator at 
TV station - -- developed trouble. 
At the time. only the test pattern was in 
use, the actual program time being two 
or three hours away. Although this al- 
lowed more time for a study of the 
trouble and symptoms indicated a major 
breakdown. no systematic or well - 
planned maintenance routine was evi- 
dent. Two engineers were checking 
the frequency -divider and afc circuits 
with the .tntllu. 'scope. while several 
others. including the supervisor, were 
studying the schematic. The only ex- 
planation of trouble to an arriving en- 
gineer was that "everything is fouled 
up!" A point -by -point check of socket 
or terminal voltages was not being 
made because the supervisor previously 
had specified that all troubles must be 
traced with the 'scope (the use of other 
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TV MAINTENANCE 
by JOHN B. LEDBETTER, Engineer. ß'KRC-TV 

Application of Logic at the Transmitter by Personnel Who 
Can Draw from Practical Experience and Theory and Still 
Keep an Open Mind for Suggestions, Improvements and New 
Developments, Found to Be Ideal Means of Minimizing 
Of- the -Air Periods, Providing for the Use of Correct 
Procedures in Maintenance, Emergency Operation, 
Preparation of Schedules, etc. Typical Cases Support Views. 

test instruments had been termed un- 
scientific). The trouble actually waa 

nothing more than a charred dropping 
resistor which furnished plate and 
screen -grid voltages for three separate 

stages! 
Analysis: A qualifying statement in 

this case might be that none of the 
staff, including the supervisor, was very 
familiar at the time with this particular 
type of equipment. The fact remains, 
however, that the application of old - 
fashioned logic would have done much 
to rectify the trouble. For instance, the 
very fact that "everything was fouled 

up" should have indicated serious trou- 
ble in more than one or two stages. 
This, in turn, should have suggested 
failure of a common voltage supply cir- 
cuit or trouble in the power supply, 
master oscillator, or other stage capa- 
ble of affecting a number of others. 
The entire a/c circuit could have been 
cleared of suspicion or isolated by 
throwing the a/c switch to of and not- 
ing the effect on the rest of the unit. 
The power supply. in similar manner, 
could have been cleared by checking 
the output voltage. current drain- and 
regulation on the built-in meters. It 

Balow, a G.E. chassis and at right, RCA TV racks. 

TeleVision Engineering, November, 1950 

will be noted how quickly it was pos- 
sible to narrow down the field of trou- 
ble. Suppose these simple tests cleared 
the ale and power supply circuits from 
suspicion. 

Logical Procedures 
The logical procedure now (re- 

calling the statement that everything 
might he affected) would be to start 
with the master oscillator, since this 
stage is common to both the wave - 
forming and wave -shaping circuits. If 
we want to be scientific we could start 
by checking for waveforms with the 

(Continued on page 38) 
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METAL -CERAMIC 

A; Above 
Portion of an electronic tube showing metal- ceramic seal 

construction. 
B; Right 

Ceramic -envelope vacuum capacitor showing construction and 
brazed seals. 

THE IS TER f:T I\ \l lt.Rl N\ \ \I. and other 
tubes requiring ceramic enlelopcs lias 
resulted in the etohitiou t.f several 
methods imol%ing the brazing Of metals 
to ceramics. In one approach bonding 
has been accomplished by the applica- 
tion of extremely finely divided molyb- 
denum and iron powders to a ceramk 
and heated in moist hydrogen and nitro- 
gen to a high temperature.' In another. 
titanium hydride has been used to pro- 
duce bonding of certain solders by heat 
ing in vacuum.' Still another sagge-t- 
the use of pure titanium and zirconium 
and its alloys for brazing to ceramics. 

The molybdenum -iron process, used 

in Germany during the war. to produce 
large quantities of microwave ceramic 
envelope tubes uses a multi -step hydro- 
gen furnace method wherein the cera- 
mic is metallized prior to brazing. Metal- 
lizing is provided by painting a mix- 
ture of the finely divided molybdenum 
and iron powders on the ceramic areas 
to be brazed. and then sintering and 
bonding by firing at 1350° C in a care- 
fully controlled atmosphere of moist 
hydrogen and nitrogen. The resultant 
bonded metal layer is then prepared for 

6 ' ` 

brazing by painting on nickel pow -der 
and sintering it at 1000' C. This proc- 
ess has the advantage of adaptability to 
well -known hydrogen -furnace brazing 

equipment and techniques. However. 
the method does depenit to an extent 
upon the manipulative operators skill 
and other difficult-to-control factors. to 
secure consistent bonding results. 

The Tilt rrium- Hydride Process 

In Ile- titanium -hydride pen,, -. a 

ogle --icp vacuum method. bonding of 

the brazing material to the ceramic and 
brazing together of the metal and cera- 
mic tube parts occur simultaneously. 
Here. a thin coat of titanium hydride. 
in liquid suspension. is painted on the 
areas of the ceramic to be brazed. The 
ceramic is assembled. with the metal 
part to which it is to be joined, along 

4:ross, Malvern J. New f "or ion Tube Tech - 

nigues of Telefunken Co., Berlin, Library of 
Congress Report P11- 17553. 

ltondley, R. J. High Temperature .[fetat- 
Ceramic Braced Seals, Electronics; July, 1947. 

:Pearsall, C. S.. and Zingeser, 1'. K., Metal la 
Nan -Metallic Brazing. MIT Research Labora- 
tory of Electronics, Technical Report 1114; April 
5, 1949. 

(Left) 

Figure 1 

Metallized ceramic cylinder 
before brazing. 

with rings or washers of the brazing 
material. The assembly is then placed 
in a metal container suitably arranged 
for evacuation and heating by resistance 
or induction heating. After evacuation 
of ilk container. its temperature is 
raised until the brazing material is 
melted. During this heating operation, 
the titanium hydride loses its hydrogen 
and leaves pure titanium to alloy with 
the brazing material. Reaction of the 
titanium-brazing material alloy with the 
ceramic forms a strong vacuuiii tight 
bond. This process is a versatile one. 
being adaptable to the joining together 
of metals. ceramics. quartz. glass, sap- 
phire and other materials with a vari- 
ety of solders and brazing mediums. 

The Manganese Process 

Like the molybdenum -iron process, 
the manganese process is a multi -step 
hydrogen- furnace method in which a 

layer of metal (molybdenum) is bonded 
to the ceramic previous to brazing. 
However, the use of manganese lias 
been found to insure reproduceable 
good bonding with all ceramics and 

Figure 2 

A brazed metal -ceramic unit showing junction construction. 
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Sealing With Manganese 
by H. J. NOLTE and R. F. SPURCK teneral 1.1,1i1-ir 

Manganese Process, Used in Ceramic -Envelope Tube 
Production, Permits Bonding of Layer of Metal 
(Molybdenum) to Ceramic, Previous to Brazing. Approach 
Insures Reproduceable Good Bonding With All Ceramics and 
Without the Aid of Finely Divided Powders and Special 
Protective Atmospheres, and Provides Seals Which Are 
Mechanically Strong and Can Withstand High Bake -Out and 
Operation Temperatures. 

without the aid of finely divided metal 
powders and special protective atmos- 
pheres. 

Preparation of Metallizing Material: 
For over -all good performance with all 
ceramics. the metallizing mixture is pre- 
pared by hall milling a mixture of five 
materials for 24 hours ... 160 grams 
of molybdenum powder 1 200 mesh) ; 

40 grams of manganese powder 1150 
mesh) ; 100 cc of pyroxylin binder *; 50 
cc of amyl acetate; and 50 cc of acetone. 

Sufficient amyl acetate -acetone (5O %- 
50;ó) solution should then he added 
to the ball milled mixture to give a vis- 
cosity reading of 22 seconds with a 

Zahn viscosimeter. The resultant metal 
suspension should be suitable for brush- 
ing or spraying. 

Metallizing the Ceramic: The metal- 
lizing mixture can then be applied to 
the areas to be brazed by brushing or 
spraying to a thickness of .001" to .002 ", 
using suitable masking and rotation 

means to secure uniform thickness and 
defined areas. To insure a uniform 
layer when dry. the coating should be 
moist a short time after application. 

The coated ceramic should now be 
fired in hydrogen for other protective 
atmosphere I for 1/2 hour at 1350° C. 
In this. as well as subsequent firing 
operations. massive or complicated cer- 
amic pieces should be fired in boats or 
containers lagged with firebrick to pre- 
vent shattering due to heat shock. Sim- 
ple cylinders- in open boats, can be 
introduced with safety to the high tem- 
perature zone of the furnace, if they 
are given a short pre -heating period 
110 minutes I in the furnace entrance. 
This firing operation forms a strong 
sintered metallic area securely bonded 
to the ceramic. 

Mechanism of Bonding with Man- 
ganese: To bond a metallizing powder 

'Dupont 5511. 

to a ceramic. it is necessary to chemi- 
cally combine then by the formation 
of eutectics or solid solutions of the 
metals and ceramic. Because most re- 
fractory metals combine indifferently 
with ceramics. manganese is introduced 
to the metallizing mixture to stimulate 
the reaction. This metal is unique in 
that it reacts very readily with ceramics 
to provide the means whereby molyb- 
denum powder may combine with cera- 
mics to produce bonding. 

Incidentally. manganese is capable of 
bonding other metal powders than 
molybdenum to ceramics. For instance, 
tungsten, iron. nickel and possibly other 
metals or combinations of them can be 
substituted for molybdenum. The 
requisite characteristics of the metalliz- 
ing metal appear to be an ability to 
withstand firing temperature and suffi- 
cient resistance to alloying with the 
brazing material. so that its identity as 
a powder is not lost. Molybdenum is 
excellent because it not only meets these 

Loss 
Type Factor 
of Relatire Theratal at 

Ceramic 
Alsimag 243 

Body 
Fosterite 

t 2MgO -SiOr t 

Cost 
Low 

Expansion 
High 

10.000 Mc± 
.002 

Alsimag 491** Alumina High Medium .018 
I AI.O0 

Alumina 2.348 Alumina !light Medium .010 
ALOE) 

Zircon Z17A Zircon Lowest Low .013 
(Zn SiO,) 

Amerir,:n Lava Corp. 
G E. 

=Average. from several authorities. 

Resistance 
to 

impact 
L, tw 

I for 1, ''rod -4.0) 
1Iigh 

1 for t <," rod-7.0 
High 

\tedium 
I ligh 

Resistance 
to 

Thermal 
Shock 

Low 

High 

nigh 

Medium 
High 

Sealing 
Metal 

16 %Cr -84%Fe 

44%Ni -56%Fe 

44%Ní 56%FE 

Molybdenum 

Figure 3 

Types of ceramics and sealing metals. 
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. 
SILVER 
SOLDER 

Mo -Mn 

METALLIZING 

Figure 4 

Structure of brazed metal -ceramic junction; 500 magnifications. 

requirements, but because its expansion 
coefficient approaches those of the 
ceramics. 

Manganese Content For Bonding 

Good bonding requires that the opti- 
mum manganese content of the metal- 
lizing mixture should be 20% and firing 
temperature 1350° C. However, good 
results, particularly with the lower -tem- 
perature refractory ceramic bodies, can 
be had when the manganese content is 
reduced to 10% or the firing tempera- 
ture lowered to 1250° C. Reduction of 
the bonding firing temperature mini- 

tnizes the danger of distortion or sag- 

ging of low -fired bodies, such as Alsi- 
mag 243 and the zircons. 

Preparation of Metallized Ceramic 
for Brazing: The sintered and bonded 
molybdenum layer, like ordinary molyb- 
denum or tungsten is not easily wetted 
by brazing materials; therefore, further 
treatment of this surface may be neces- 
sary before brazing. If silver solder is 
to be used. the metallized areas should 
be nickel -plated first, and then copper - 
plated. Each plating should be applied 
for 5 minutes at 2 volts. Then, these 
platings should he sintered in hydrogen 
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for 10 minutes at 1000° C. If copper 
brazing is to be done, the treatment is 
the same, except that the nickel plating 
is omitted. The ceramic is now ready 
for brazing to suitable metal parts. 

A ceramic cylinder, with metallized 
bands. prepared as described and ready 
for brazing, is shown in Figure 1. 

Brazing: Brazing is done in a pro- 
tective atmosphere in much the same 
way as ordinary metal -to -metal brazing. 
Such materials as silver, copper and 
the silver- copper and gold- copper braz- 
ing alloys can be used. Metal caramic 
fits should be relatively close and the 
parts clean. Large filets should be 

avoided to prevent any unequal thermal 
contraction between the ceramic and 
brazing medium from cracking the 
ceramic. This precaution is less im- 
portant when a very ductile metal such 
as silver is used. 

A finished brazed metal- ceramic unit 
is shown in Figure 2. The sectional 
view discloses the relative metal and 
ceramic thickness and also shows the 
junction construction for self -alignment. 

Lead, tin and other low temperature 
solders are adaptable, when indicated 
by economy and use. Again, the tech- 
nique is the same as for ordinary soft 
soldering. When lead is used, its ex- 
treme ductility permits very loose metal - 
to- ceramic fits and large filets. In the 
instances where lead is feasible, a 

thermal expansion match of metal and 
ceramic is unnecessary. 

A cross -sectional view of a silver 
solder braze appears in the photomicro- 
graph of Figure 4. The sealing metal 
is out of the picture at the top. Pene- 
tration of the silver solder, into the 
interstices of the metallized layer, is 

Figure 5 

Plot showing linear expansion of ceramics and their sealing 
metals 

Figure 6 

Metal- ceramic butt brazed seal, before and after a tensile test. 
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the 
best 
picture 
in 

Television 
is... 

FOR CONTROLS, 
RESISTORS, BEAM- BENDERS 

Controls and Resistors 
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

IN CANADA: CANADIAN MARCONI CO. LTD., MONTREAL, P. Q., AND BRANCHES 

TeleVision Engineering, November, 1950 

As "Big Business," television came 
suddenly. Just as suddenly, Claro- 
stat was ready. Three decades of 
pioneering and specialization, 
backed by a plant second to none, 
assured TV designers and manu- 
facturers of an outstanding selec- 
tion of resistors, controls and 
resistance devices. 
And when ion spot blemishes be- 
came a major problem, again 
Clarostat was ready with simpler 
and cheaper beam- benders. 
Thus Clarostat products are al- 
ready represented in over 5,000,000 
sets and in countless radios in 
daily use. All because, for quality, 
uniformity, dependability. econ- 
omy, it's CLAROSTAT. 

fr R17 E 7-(lif Engineering Bulletins on 
resistors, controls and resistance 
devices. Let us collaborate on 
your control and resistance prob. 
lems and requirements. 

CLAROSTAT 
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Figure 7 

Butt -brazed metal -ceramic unit showing dis- 
tortion of thimble after moment test. 

clearly shown. No evidence of reaction 
of the metallized layer with the ceramic 
could he detected with the microscope. 

Types of Ceramics and Sealing Metals 

Four ceramic bodies. in combination 
with three sealing metals, have been 
found to give good results: Alsimag 243 
with 16% chrome -iron; Alsimag 491 
and Alumina 2548 with 44% nickel -iron 
and zircon Z17A with molybdenum. 

In the Alsimag 243 combination, the 
ceramic and scaling metal have been 
found to match in thermal expansion 
and also be low in cost. The ceramic 
has the lowest loss factor of any of the 
bodies, but unfortunately. it is rather 
poor in its resistance to impact and 
thermal shock. 

In contrast. the ceramics and sealing 
metal of the 491 and 2548 systems de- 
part widely from one another in ther- 
mal expansion. The ceramics, because 
of machining difficulty, are high in cost. 
Their redeeming characteristics are, 
moderately low -loss factors, good resis- 
tance to thermal shock and high me- 
chanical strength. The latter feature. 
with the maleability of the nickel -iron 
sealing metal, permits successful braz- 
ing in spite of the thermal expansion 
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Figure 8 

A brazed metal- ceramic unit showing junction construction and stripped-oft metal portion. 

difference of ceramic and sealing metal. 
The zircon- molybdenum combination, 

like the 243, has also been found to 
have a ceramic and sealing metal 
match. The ceramic is lowest in cost, 
has a reasonably low loss factor and is 
moderately resistant to impact and ther- 
mal shock. The difficulty lies in the 
use of molybdenum as a sealing metal. 
[t is costly, limited in its adaptability 
to spinning and drawing processes, and 
cannot be brazed by ordinary means. 

Test on Junctions for Vacuum 
Tightness and Strength 

Vacuum and strength tests have been 
made on the junctions of a large num- 
ber of metal- ceramic envelopes brazed 
with the process. Samples of envel- 
opes, exhausted and tested for vacuum 
over three years ago, still show the 
original low pressures. 

Tensile Stress 

Small, half -inch diameter nickel -iron 
cylinders, with .015" wall thickness, 
were butt brazed, at their rims, to the 
flat areas of ceramic discs. These have 
been found to withstand tensile stress, 
axial to the cylinder, as great as 400 
pounds before destruction. Pulled 
apart in this way the ceramic will break 
and portions of it will adhere to the 
metal part with bond intact. Moment 

Figure 9 

Magnification of portion of Figure 8 view 
showing adhesion of ceramic to stripped -off 

metal. 

(Left) 

Figure 10 
A VA." diameter ceramic cylinder with 

brazed -on metal headers. 

tests of these units. wherein the stress 
is at right angles to the cylinder axis, 
show strengths of 100 inch -pounds be- 
fore breaking. Here, too. portions of 
the caramic have been found to stick to 
the metal part. Shown in Figure 7 is a 
butt -brazed unit which withstood a 
moment stress in excess of 100 inch - 
pounds. Cylindrical metal parts brazed 
to ceramic cylinders. when stripped off, 
flattened and flexed have been found to 
show ceramic pieces adhering to them. 
Figure 8 shows such a stripped -off cyl- 
inder, and Figure 9 is a magnified view 
of the stripped -off metal portion show- 
ing adhering ceramic. 

Examples of Metal Ceramic Brazing 

Various forms of ceramic and metal 
parts can be joined together with the 
process. For example. ceramic cylin- 
ders in sizes up to 21/2" in diameter, 
such as shown in Figure 10. can be 
sealed concentrically to metal header 
members. Other assemblies. utilizing 
several ceramic cylinders of different 
diameters, can be brazed together in 
one operation; (A, p. 14). Another 
complicated structure is the capacitor 
shown in B, p. 14. Here. the two 
metal -ceramic joints, brazed in one op- 
eration, completes the assembly of the 
tube. Tubes containing these forms of 
seals will withstand bake -out tempera- 
ture of 600° C and capacitors similar 

(Continued on page 39) 
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STILL THE FINEST for all broadcast applications! 

only C IÌ and cwadon 
high power mica transmitter capacitors 
have all these features: 

Low loss,white glazed ceramic ,cylindrical case - Pro- 
vides long creepage path between terminals. Mini- 
mum size for safe rating. Eliminates bushings and 
corona troubles. Impervious to climatic changes. 
Uniform voltage gradient distribution. 

Cast aluminum end -cap terminals - Low resistance, 
wide path, positive contact. Permits space- saving 
mounting for series, parallel, and series -parallel 
connection. 

India ruby mica tested electrically and gauged for uni- 
form thickness - Assures low power- factor, high 
voltage breakdown and equalized loading. 
Individual sections tested for voltage and capacity - 
Assures uniform loading. 
Patented series mica stack - Eliminates corona and 
affords uniform voltage gradient. 
Vacuum impregnated assembly - Provides high insu- 
lation, low losses, no air voids. 
Special low -loss filler - Reduces stray field losses and 
protects against humidity. 

Type 51 capacitors and other C -D capacitors ,including Faradon types 
manufactured exclusively by Cornell-Dubilier ,available through all 
authorized C -D distributors. Write for catalog. 
CORNELL- DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORP., Dept T1'1 Plainfield. New Jersey. 

Other plants: New Bedford, Brookline and Worcester, Moss.; Providence. R. 1.; Indianapolis. Ind. and subsidiary, The Radian Corp. , Cleveland, Ohio 
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Device for printing minion by the roller method. Application of resistor tape to a printed -circuit assembly. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT 
Report on Striking New Concepts Which It Has Been Found 
Possible to Apply in the Fabrication of Conductors, Resistors 
and Capacitors, and Tuned Amplifiers, Video Amplifiers, 
Audio Amplifiers, Detectors, Input and Output Couplers, etc. 

PRINTED CIRCUITRY, which has achieved 
quite a mature status since the days of 
'44, winning its spurs because of many 
simplification virtues featuring the use 

of more compact components which 
could be operated at higher tempera- 
tures than conventional equipment, has 
now become the subject of an intensive 
report which will undoubtedly raise th_r 

popularity of the art quite a few pegs. 
The report, based on a three -year 

study instituted at the Bureau of Stand- 
ards, with every facet of the art as a 

target of analysis. reveals that printed 
circuitry looms as a process of unusu- 
ally broad possibilities, particularly 
adapted to almost any degree of mech- 
anization desired. 

This feature, plus the fact that a pc 
system may be operated independently 
of component manufacturers or other 
intermediaries, should be of especial 
logistical importance during times of 
national production crisis. For, accord- 
ing to the study, such an integrated sys- 

tem can be based upon strategically 
noncritical material and may include, if 
desirable, continuous production in one 

place from raw material to finished 
product. 

The report discloses that the advan- 
tages inherent in printed- circuit pro- 
duction processes are largely based 
upon the system of metallizing noncon- 
ductors to form electrically conducting 
patterns by the use of screen- process 
printing and special silver- pigmented 
paint. Currently, the screen -process 
seems the best suited of all printing 
processes for this application. The 
process combines the outstanding ad- 
vantages of economy, simplicity, flexi- 
bility in application of design. and 
variability in printing medium and sur- 
faces. Thus, a high degree of mechan- 
ization may be accomplished with mod- 
erate capitalization, compared to other 
industrial products of similar complex- 
ity, when the duplication of a large 
number of units is required. 

The factors involved in adapting an 
electronic device to production by this 
method are indicated principally by the 
characteristics of the mechanical proc- 
ess and the materials used. The stencil 
screen process, which was originally de- 

signed for printing on plane surfaces, 
is adaptable to printing on almost any 
regular surface, including the surfaces 
of round, elliptical, and conical objects. 
The screen -printing machine is not 
greatly complicated by modification for 
printing on round objects. For exam- 
ple, it is usually possible to use the 
same flat -screen stencil of the flat -work 
press on a curved surface by rotating 
the work form about a suitable axis. 
However, other factors must be consid- 
ered such as automatic feeding, convey- 
ing and assembling. In general, flat 
plates lend themselves to simplified 
handling in these operations, although 
this may be offset by functional advan- 
tages of more complicated work forms 
in specific instances. 

Forming of ceramic bodies can be 
accomplished by one or a combination 
of four methods: (1) die pressing, in 
a hydraulic or automatic mechanical 
press; (2) extruding, possibly followed 
by machining operations before firing, 
such as cutting to length, drilling and 
tapping or thread cutting; (3) casting, 
using slips that can be poured into 
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Printed -circuit components of single stage 
60 -mc it amplifier. 

T 
Closeup of bottom of screen trame and stencil showing details of work mandrel. 

S:reen carriage 

Screen stenti 
Stencil pattern 

Indexing dial 
and pointer -7 

Work registration - 

adjustment (Horizontal) 

andrei head swivels 
p° to Stop printed 
ork item mandrel 

Mandrel height 
adjustment 
to match various 
work diameters 

Production and 
Assembly Techniques 

molds; and (4) grinding to shape after 
firing. 

The first two methods have been 
found to be the most suitable for large 
production quantities. The first method 
is particularly adapted to the large. 
scale production of flat plates, with any 
necessary holes and depressions being 
formed during the pressing operation. 

The general effect of the problems 
connected with the production of cera- 
mic base plates and the printing of con- 
ductive patterns. is to favor the use of 
flat plates because their shape factor 
provides the highest degree of simplic- 
ity. Thin plates printed with electrical 
conducting elements on the front and 
back surfaces and interconnected by 
holes through the plates have found 
wide acceptance in many applications 
as printed -circuit hase plates. Varia- 
tions on this basic design to include de- 
pressions. cavities, or holes which per- 
mit recessing of components. such as 
vacuum tubes, capacitors, and non - 
printed resistors, or other components 
not conforming to monoplanar con- 
struction, has proven feasible. The 

TeleVieion Engineering, November, 1950 

by RALPH C. PETERS 

second most geometrical form is the 
tube or cylindrical construction. If the 
inside diameter of a tubular printed - 
circuit base is made sufficiently large 
to slip over an associated vacuum tube. 
a very economical ratio of volume to 
printable surface area may he obtained. 
The large surface area of the tubular 
form usually offsets any loss of print- 
able area caused by the difficulty of 
printing inside the cylinder. 

Ceramic Parts 

Citing that due to the high tempera- 
tures occurring in miniature electronic 
equipment. the materials suitable as 
base plates or chassis are rather re- 
stricted. the BS study declares that 
metals and ceramics are probably the 
only choices. Metals are almost en- 
tirely eliminated unless they are coated 
with suitable insulating materials, the 
best of which are ceramics. 

Fired ceramics are extremely hard 
and brittle. Machining operations are 
severely limited to those which can be 

performed in a relatively laborious 
fashion by high -speed grinders, dia- 
mond drills, and saws. 

Ceramic materials are available, how- 
ever, in an unfired state in which they 
are soft and easily machined by proper 
methods. and then fired to the ultimate 
hardness of typical ceramics. Two of 
these materials. which have proven sat- 
isfactory. are unfired or green steatite 
and massive block talc. 

Both of these materials can readily 
be shaped or formed using even the sim- 
plest tools. Thus, a hacksaw with a 
fairly fine blade. or a wood -cutting 
handsaw can cut these materials roughly 
to shape. Holes may he drilled with 
an ordinary drill press at somewhat 
higher speeds than for wood or metal. 
Large surfaces may be finished to close 
tolerances by using conventional milling 
cutters in a milling machine, or by 
means of a metal shaper. At the 
Bureau some large plates were prepared 
from block talc by grinding on a tool - 
room surface grinder. However, the 
powder was found to contaminate the 
coolant, caking in the corners of the 
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Special equipment for printed -circuit fabrication, designed and constructed at the National 
Bureau of Standards. Equipment at left are flat -bed metallizing p of hand operated 
and motor driven automatic type. A metallizing press for cylindrical work is the third item 

on the table and at extreme right is a continuous furnace. 

coolant tank. and becoming difficult to 

remove. 
It was found that both steatite and 

massive talc change dimensions during 
firing; steatite shrinking somewhat, 
while the hydrous -aluminum -silicate 
form of massive talc expands slightly. 
The amount of shrinkage or expansion 
is very definite for a particular lot of 
material. so that proper allowances may 
be made during fabrication. 

The facilities of the ceramic lab of 
the Bureau were utilized for firing. A 
furnace wound with platinum wire was 
used to obtain the necessary high tem- 
peratures. Steatite was fired by raising 
the temperature of the furnace at a rate 
of 3° per minute to 1276° C, holding at 
that temperature for one hour, then 
shutting off the heat and allowing the 
furnace to cool. Massive talc was sim- 
ilarly treated. except that the final tem- 
perature was 1095° C. Suppliers of 
green steatite or block talc can fire 
machined pieces, and the cost may 
actually be included in the cost of the 
unfired ceramics. 

Conductive Coatings 

The conductive coatings used for the 
printed capacitors, leads and shields 
are silver paint formulations intended 
to produce a continuous, firmly adher- 
ing, silver film on the ceramic base 
after firing to the proper maturing tem- 
perature. Methods of application of the 
silver formulations are numerous, lim- 
ited only by the ingenuity of the fabri- 
cator, and the shape and size of the 
base piece to be coated. 

Screen Process Method: This process 
is based on the use of silk or metal 
screen on which the pattern to be 
printed has been prepared as a stencil. 
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The printing apparatus holds the screen 
and brings together the bottom of the 
screen and the base to be imprinted.. 
A rubber squeegee is used to force the 
silver formulation through the screen 
openings not blocked by the stencil 
material onto the hase. Screen presses 
for this type of work have long been 
used in the printing industry for print- 
ing on paper, cloth. plastics, etc. The 
problem involved in printed- circuitry is 
to adapt or modify the basic design to 
the work at hand. 

A printing screen suitable for printed - 
circuit production may he prepared by 
stretching silk or metal bolting cloth 
tightly over a suitable frame. and then 
coating the screen with dichromate - 
sensitized polyvinyl alcohol. A pattern 
of the desired circuit can then be 
placed on the sensitized screen and ex- 
posed to ultra- violet light and the pro- 
tected portions of the polyvinyl alcohol 
removed by washing. It has been 
found that 100-200-mesh silk or metal 
bolting cloth are useful in this process. 
The coarser meshes in this range may 
be used to give thicker coats. but the 
edges may not be as sharp. The finer 
meshes give thinner coats with sharper, 
less broken edges. 

Ceramic Decalcomanias: An addi- 
tional method for applying printed -cir- 
cuit conductive patterns was also stud- 
ied. The method consists of printing 
the desired circuit on a decalcomania 
using suitable firing -type silver formu- 
lations. The decal can be applied like 
an ordinary decal, then fired to remove 
organic matter and achieve the desired 
bonding between the silver and cera 
mic base. 

The preparation of conductive -coat- 
ing delcalcomanias is basically the 
same as in preparing decalcomanias for 
the decoration of glass and ceramic 
ware. The difference in the conductive 
decalcomania is that it is adapted to 

printed- electronic circuits and to sur- 
faces encountered in this type of appli- 
cation. The ready -to -use decal consists 
of multiple layers, or plies, each with a 

specific function. The base is a special 
paper stock which acts as a support or 
carrier for the transfer materials dur- 
ing printing and handling operations. 
This paper is coated with dextrin which 
is readily water soluble and forms a 

parting layer permitting the release of 
the printed pattern from the paper. A 
thin lacquer film holds the conductive 
pattern in proper alignment during the 
transfer operations from the paper to 
the work. 

The conductive paint used consists 
of finely divided silver powder and a 

small amount of low- melting glass or 
ceramic -type flux in a paint -type vehi- 
cle. The conductive layer of the decal 
is most frequently applied by the 
screen- process method which permits 
the deposition of a thick film of con- 
ductive paint in a single operation. 

In preparation for use. the decal is 
soaked in water until the conductive 
design. supported by the lacquer film, 
floats free. Excess water is allowed to 
drain from the film and the film is 
spread directly on the work surface or 
rolled on from a resilient surface such 
as felt, foam rubber or blotting paper; 
the conductive pattern being faced 
toward the receiving surface of the 
work. A soft flexible squeegee or pad- 
dle may aid in pressing the decal onto 
the surface and in the final smoothing 
operations to remove bubbles and wrin- 
kles. It has been found necessary, at 
times. to prepare the work surface by 
a light application of a solvent before 
the decal is applied. The mild effect 
of the solvent causes the decal to ad- 
here to the work surface more firmly. 
After the decal is pressed on, addition- 
al solvent solution may be applied on 
the outside of the pattern to cause the 
adherence of any defective spots or 
bubbles. The object, with the decal 
in place, is allowed to dry under a 

heat lamp for about 15 minutes or in a 

100 °C oven for the same period of 
time before starting firing operation. 

Firing temperatures are dependent 
upon the type of conductive paint and 
base material used. Ordinarily, cera- 
mic -base materials are best fired at a 

maximum temperature in the range 
from 675° to 730 °C, heat -resistant 
glass at approximately 620 °C, and low - 
melting glass at approximately 535 °C. 
In any case, the parts being fired 
should be heated slowly from room 
temperature to the recommended maxi- 
mum. so that the organic material in 
the conductive pattern and the lacquer 
support layer have an opportunity to 
be driven off without disruptive effects. 

A typical firing program would be 
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based upon two hours in an oxidizing 
atmosphere as the time required to go 
from room temperature to maximum 
and back down to room temperature. 
The parts being fired do not need to be 
kept at the maximum temperature for 
more than 5 -10 minutes. The firing 
operation may have to be modified 
slightly to allow for the variations and 
peculiarities of individual types of 
equipment. If the materials have been 
handled properly it will be found that 
the conductive pattern is fired to a 
silvery color, it will be free of pin holes 
and bubbles, it will be strongly adher- 
ent. it may be soldered to. and it will 
have the same conductivity as when 
the conductive coating has been applied 
by brush or screen process. 

Resistive Coating Development 

The desired characteristics of a 
suitable resistor have been found to 
present a number of difficulties which 
must be satisfactorily overcome. In 
addition to stability at temperatures ap- 
proaching 200 °C, the resistors must be 
readily applied and cured and llase a 
reasonable degree of reproducibility. 
The problems associated with the de- 
sired characteristics mentioned have 
been found to be numerous. Stability 
for long periods at temperatures of 
200 °C is a formidable requirement, for 
it must be realized that this tempera- 
ture is considerably in excess of the 
decomposition temperatures of practi- 
cally all presently known organic bind- 

Front view of complete assembly of a 60 -mc if amplifier. The stage sub -assemblies are held 
in physical alignment by spring clips shown at ial and choke spacer forms lb). The tuning 

slugs (C) are accessible for alignment after assembly. 

ers and film -forming materials. The 
problems associated with deposition of 
uniform films and reasonable tolerances 
also offer major difficulties. 

Resistor Formulations 

The resistor formulations used at the 
Bureau consisted of carbon black, hind- 
er. solvent and sometimes a filler. The 
silicates were one class of binders 
which were experimented with for 
some time. These materials appear to 
be especially adaptable because they 
are inorganic, and should theoretically 
withstand elevated temperatures better 
than organic binders. One of the 
simplest and most readily available sili- 
cates is sodium silicate. Sodium silicate 
may be mixed with carbon blacks, and 
forms films which readily set up or 
cure. However, these films are 

A closeup of the screen printing press for cylindrical shapes. 
At left is a housing for the operating mechanism which in- 
cludes a knock-off cam. The squeegee operating arm, and 
squeegee holder and rubber squeegee are shown at the top 
of the device. Work mandrel, dial for indexing pattern, screen 

carriage and work to be printed appear at lower right. 
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extremely hygroscopic and scale off in 
a few days. Ethyl silicate (tetraethyl 
orthosilicate ) when hydrolyzed. de- 
posits silicic acid which is quite adhesive 
and possesses the properties needed in a 
binder. On heating. the silicic acid de- 
hydrates leaving a film of almost pure 
silica. The hydrolysis of the ethyl sili- 
cate was carried out as follows: 

To 100 grams of ethyl silicate 15 
cc, of .5 per cent hydrochloric acid 
was added, and the mixture agitated 
for three hours. 

This mixture was then stored at 
-10 °C. This hydrolyzed silicate bind- 
er was mixed with carbon black, fillers, 
and solvents to form appropriate 
printing formulations. 

While the results appeared to offer 
some promise, several difficulties were 

(Continued on page 44) 

Equipment for slitting resistor tape. Guard and feed guide 
have been removed from the view to show cutting head. 
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The Subscriber -Vision 
System 

Figure I 

Front view of tack installed at transmitter 
to scramble transmissions. Illustration shows 

operator inserting a code card between photo- 

cell and picture tube. 

Below: 

Figure 2 

Before- and -after scrambling results, photo- 

graphed during a typical scrambling lest. Four 

images appear in scrambled reproduction. 

by IRA K A M E N, TV Consultant 

Proposed On- the -Air Service Employs Code Cards and 
Decoder Units at Transmitter and in Receiver 

PICTURE -CONTENT SCRAMBLING methods. 
evolved to provide a box -office type of 
service. which for quite a while were 
confined to the lab, have now become 
the object of intensive home -test studies. 
In one system. being piped over the air 
by WOR -TV. viewers are now being 
surveyed on the merits of the method 
which employs a decoding technique. 
Employed is an unscrambling device 
with a receptacle for a decoding card 
which must be inserted for each event 
broadcast. 

At the transmitter, standard TV syn- 
chronizing pulses are fed into a small 
cathode -ray tube and projected onto a 

photocell. The output of the photocell 
circuit is used to supply a final synchro- 
nizing pulse to the transmitter. The 
transmitted pulse is then coded by the 
insertion of a slide or code card, which 
has special markings, between the cath- 
ode -ray tube and the photocell. The 
light and dark spaces on the coding 
card displace horizontal synchronizing 
pulses so that they do not occur at the 
same time as the normal uncoded 

(Continued on page 391 
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Above: 

Figure 3 

Inserting decoding card in decoder. 
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Best in the Business 
take stability, for instance 

Stability -the most necessary requirement of any 
stabilizing amplifier -is a "standout" feature of the 
TA -5C. It is absolutely stable under all operating con- 
ditions. It operates with the same stability with or 
without signal input. It provides complete isolation 
between monitors -makes it possible to perform on- 
air monitor switching operations without creating 
transients or cross -talk on the program line. 

The TA -5C stabilizing amplifier handles sync inputs 
up to 8 volts -and delivers signal voltage output at 

TELEVISION BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 
RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN. N.J. 

In Canada RCA VICTOR Company lim!ted. Montreal 

standard RMA values through just one simple adjust- 
ment of the sync control. Total tube complement - 
only 19! 

Today more than 400 RCA Stabilizing Amplifiers 
are helping TV stations deliver the cleanest, most 
stable pictures in the history of commercial television. 
Need we say more? 

f t 3 

Call your RCA representative for price and informa- 
tion on delivery. Or mail the coupon- today. 

e- 

Dept. 23K 
RCA Engineering Products 
Camden, N. J. 
Send me price and complete information on the RCA 
Type TA -5C Stabilizing Amplifier. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Station 
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TV Systems Engineering For 
Planning for Initial Phase of Independent Station Operation 
to Minimize Costs Found to Revolve About Centralization. 
With Program and Operational Activities Concentrated in 
One Location. Specific Factors to Be Considered Include 
Transmitter -Site Systems Layouts Which Are Closely Related 
to Program Requirements and Can Influence Operational 
Costs in a Substantial Way. 

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION STATIONS. oper- 
ating in small markets. are today faced 
with that disturbing situation which 
was so comnwn in the early days of 
aural broadcasting: red ink operation 
before income can defray operating ex- 
penses. .A1 pnbsent it appears as if the 
condition may persist for from one to 
two years. J him soon it will be pos- 
sible to pay the operating expenses. 
amortize equipment and earn a profit 
will depend greatly on two factors. the 
engineering la,out of the television 
system and the program requirements. 
During the initial red -ink phase of 
operation. howcv r. it has been found 
that the lo-scs can he minimized by 
concentrating all program and operat- 
ing activities in one location to achieve 
maximum utilization of manpower and 
better supervision. 

The transmitter location is a vital 
factor in the new- station problem. 
There should be no a promise on the 
site. The transmitter should be cen- 

trally located. with respect to the 
densely populated areas. and should 
have its antenna high above the average 
terrain. Fr the standpoint of econ- 
onn- and convenience it is desirable to 
utilize an office building provided the 
service area of the station will not be 

compromised by antenna -height limita- 
tions. 

If the transmitter is located on a hill 
or mountain. the location -hould be 
selected. with respect to the center of 
population. and the future poihilities 
of growth. In instances wheri -itch a 

location is near an ocean. desert, or 
high mountain range. directional an 
tensas must be considered to provide 
concentration of the radiation over the 
populated areas, and thereby extending 
the useful service area of the station 
and improving the signal- to -nobe ratio 
in industrial and metropolitan areas. 

Irrespective of the transmitter loca- 
tion, it has been proven that consider- 
able savings in manpower can accrue if 

film. studio. and microwave facilities 
are provided at the transmitter plant. 
If the transmitter plant is so remote 
that it cannot be served by public trans- 
portation. it then becomes desirable to 
have the plain studio located downtown 
and the programs nticrowaved to the 
transmitter. However. a small auxil- 
liary Audio at the transmitter has been 
found ins,iluable for holiday. Saturday. 
Sunday and late -at -night operation. 
thereby releasing the large .studio crew 
after tlty have ettmplIed their regular 
day's work. In small markets it may 
be desirable to forego the convenience 
of the downtown studio and operate ex- 
clusively from the transmitter. until it 
is evident that a studio will be ade- 
quately utilized. It should be remem- 
bered that many Ail radio station en- 
gineers and managers have built monu- 
ments to broadcasting with a half dozen 
studio. w ith good intentions of produc- 
ing many lice programs back to back, 
but in practice they are seldom used 
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(Left) 

The KRON -TV control console and transmitter 
room as viewed through the studio window. 
All equipment having controls has been lo- 
cated in the control area for convenient oper. 
ation by one man, during test pattern network 
or remote studio programs, or two men when 
film and live studio programs are to be trans- 
mitted. The power supplies have been re- 
moved from the area to increase rack space 
for equipment having controls and to reduce 

heat in the operating area. 

(Above) 

Transmitter control at RRON -TV, in action. Lett to right: Jule Vetter, audio control; Bill Sadler, 
video control; Marc Spinelli, producer -announcer; Fred Street, cameraman: and Lee Caro, 
commercial announcer. In this instance, a live program consisting of a one -minute spot, was 

being offered in conjunction with a one -hour film program. 

Economy of Manpower 
by R. A. I S B E R G, Chief Engineer KRON -TV and President, Isberg Engineering Co. 

because of network commitments and 
transcribed program material. 

The proposed program structure and 
the potential sales requirements repre- 
sents the second criterion of the tele- 
vision system design. While program 
structure dictrues the facilities required, 
the operating costs are greatly influ- 
enced by the engineering systems lay - 
out. 

Most systems engineering plans for 
TV stations, available from TV manu- 
facturers, have been patterned accord- 
ing to network -owned station- operating 
practice where manpower is normally 
more readily available than in the 
smaller independent stations. 

In addition. influenced by the usual 
conservative attitude of engineers in 
providing a system layout that would 
satisfy every possible operating condi- 
tion, the proposed methods have not 
been too practical for the unaffiliated 
station. In an effort to solve the prob- 
lem several stations have followed a dif- 
ferent approach by first analyzing the 
program structure and the require- 
ments of the operating staff. The suc- 
cess of this type of design has been 
found to he directly reflected in addi- 
tional number of program hours pro- 
duced. reduced technical staff and re- 
duced amount of overtime. 

Analyses of the operating functions 
of personnel assigned to the various 

positions of the conventional TV plant 
have revealed that there is a substantial 
wastage of manpower which can he re- 
covered by combining the duties of en- 
gineers as well as program people. For 
example. a man assigned to transmitter 
duty ordinarily has few operating duties 
other than to readjust filament voltages, 
check percentage of modulation and 
frequency. and keep the engineering 
logs. In some stations he also keeps 
the program log which may become so 
involved that it will require his contin- 
uous attention. In this instance, the 
man keeping the program log is as- 
signed to transmitter control -roost duty 
while another man is made responsible 
for the transmitter. By the simple ex- 
pedient of assigning the responsibility 
for the program log as a function of 
the program department (the announcer 
on duty). technicians can be relieved 
of a routine bookkeeping chore and are 
available for operating functions. 

Since the transmitter man has rela- 
tively little to do, he can easily absorb 
other Maim-. such as monitoring audio 
levels. pla}ing recorded- station identifi- 
cation-. relieving the control -room than. 
audio switching at times when program 
sources are being switched. etc. 

By relieving the control -room man of 
the program -log responsibility, the tech- 
nician can be utilized for additional 
video requirements- such as film and 
live camera control operation and the 

loading of film projection equipment. 

Typical Standard La.-out 

In Figure 2 appears a typical stand- 
ard layout of a TV plant which permits 
programming at the transmitter with 
film. studio cameras. and microwave 
facilities. Depending upon program re- 
quirements this plant could require six 
technicians. and one or more program 
personnel when film and live programs 
are being produced. By coordination 
and planning. the duties of the various 
men can be combined. Thus. the trans- 
mitter man can change slides. load pro- 
jectors, rewind film. etc., without being 
away front the transmitter control room 
for long periods of time. The video - 
control man could be responsible for 
the makeup of the film and technical 
operating -.-quences. If the live pro- 
gram is simple. such as a newscast. a 
short commercial demonstration- an in- 
terview. or a series of title cards in 
connection with a film program, one or 
both live cameras may be in fixed posi- 
tions. thus eliminating one and possibly 
two camera men. 

Since the audio from film, network 
or studio has been previously moni- 
tored. the sound man's function could 
he assigned to the transmitter man. 
However, the layout shown in Figure 2 
does not permit such an operation. The 
arrangement illustrated in Figure 3, 
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representing the systems layout of 
KRON -TV at San Francisco, provides 
for such a setup. 

All equipment having controls, in- 
cluding the transmitter console, has 
been located in a U- shaped console de- 
signed for only two -man operation, when 
programs originate at the transmitter. 
If the program originates at the down 
town studio or the network only one 
man is required. Fixed microphones. 
fixed lighting of a 12' x 19' studio, and 
fixed -studio cameras are utilized for 
most of the live shows originating at the 
transmitter. These shows are usually 
very simple involving drop cards and 
demonstrations against back drop sets. 
When the cameras have to be dollied, 
panned, or the lens turret changed, a 
third man is assigned. This studio has 
been found to he a great asset in that 
the studio crew need not be scheduled 
to cover late at night operation. holi- 
days, or of days. Should overtime be 
incurred, to present a live commercial 
spot late at night or on an of day, only 
one additional man is required to oper- 
ate the cameras. On several occasions. 
shows involving more than thirty per- 
sons have been very successfully pre- 
sented from this auxiliary studio. 

The left end of the U- shaped operat- 
ing area includes rack- mounted equip- 
ment minus the power supplies. A 
studio type synchronizing generator* is 
contained in one rack; video equipment 
including two microwave receivers, two 
stabilizing amplifiers, a video jack 
panel and two distribution amplifiers 
comprise an adjoining rack; and the 
audio equipment including the limiting 
amplifier, preemphasis network, mag- 
netic tape recorder, audio jack panel. 
audio equalizer, and video bar generator 
is located in a third rack. The trans- 
mitter power console is next, the space 
below the operating shelf being utilized 

Figure 1 

Conventional transmitter control -room arrange- 
ment. Technician at (a) is normally respon- 
sible for the transmitter and the engineering 
logs, while man (b) is charged with the con- 
trol of picture and audio quality and prep- 

aration of program logs. 

for a studio lighting switch panel so 
that the technicians can have control of 
the pre -set lights. Next in line is the 
on- the -air picture and wave -form moni- 
tor. and then the transmitter audio 
video -control panel. Under the operat- 
ing shelf of this console are the power 
switches for the video and audio equip- 
ment. An intercommunication panel 
for talking to the film room, studio, 
office. shop and front door. is located 
between the transmitter audio video - 
control panel and the control consoles 
for the two film cameras. Adjacent to 
the second film -camera control is a 
special console containing two variacs 
for the slide projectors, controls for the 
two automatic and fixed -slide projec- 
tors and an opaque projector, remote 
controls for two 16 -mm film projectors, 
and a two -mixer audio channel provid- 
ing a choice of ten audio inputs. This 
audio console permits one -man opera- 
tion of video and audio switching since 
it places faders, selector switches, and 
remote controls for starting and stop- 
ping the turntables and magnetic tape 
recorders within easy reach of the oper- 
ator. The video switcher and program 
monitor is next in line, followed by two 

RCA. 

Figure 2 
A conventional centralized TV station. In this setup a statt of six men is required for film 
programing, microwave and network duties. By rearranging the equipment layout and reassign- 
ing duties, ìt has been found that two engineers and one producer- announcer can do the work 

of six. 
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field -type camera control units for the 
studio cameras. 

Completing the U on the right -hand 
side is a six- channel audio console con- 
taining the equivalent of a relay rack 
full of audio equipment, all of the plug - 
in variety. and two turntables with spe- 
cial cueing systems and modification 
for remote relay control. 

The audio system is unique in many 
ways. It was designed to satisfy the 
requirements of a one -man video audio 
operation and still permit separation of 
the audio control from the video con- 
trol, when two men must be employed 
to handle levels, switching and so forth. 
This is accomplished by providing two 
separate program channels. one for a 
two -channel mixer and the other for a 
six -channel mixer; the outputs of the 
two channels can be combined to feed 
the transmitter. This flexibility is also 
utilized in playing recordings through 
one channel feeding a speaker in the 
studio, so that an artist can sing to the 
accompaniment of the recorded orches- 
tra without danger of acoustic feedback, 
because his voice is being amplified by 
the other channel. 

The film room at our station was de- 
signed to be remotely controlled and is 
nearly 100 %, automatic in operation. 
Automatic slide projectors have been 
modified for remote control and special 
cams and reversible motors installed. 
Thus. it is unnecessary for a man to be 
in the film room to change slides. Since 
each automatic projector is associated 
with one film camera, the video operator 
can easily preview and shade each slide 
before taking it on the air. The film - 
room equipment has been laid out for 
maximum efficiency and continuity of 
operation. Since duplicate equipment 
is provided, protection in case of equip- 
ment failure is assured. 

Use of 95- Minute Finn, Revels 

The 16 -mm film projector, have been 
modified by extending the reel arms 
and by providing specially designed 95- 
minute film reels. ** Thus. a one -hour 
picture -tube recording or film feature 
may be spliced to film -station identifi- 
cation, film -spot announcements and 
another half -hour show. and run con- 
tinuously on one projector. Film edit- 
ing and makeup is done by the program 
department downtown and the film de- 
livered to the technicians at the trans- 
mitter by a messenger service. Facili- 
ties for the film makeup is included in 
the transmitter film room and all tech- 
nicians are familiar with the techniques. 

The division of duties at the KRON- 
TV transmitter is such that the trans- 
mitter man is responsible for audio 
switching. cueing. and playback as well 
as the engineering logs and relief for 

"Goldberg Brothers, Denver, Colorado. 
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Figure 3 

Facilities arrangement at KRON -TV which has been found to be very efficient in manpower requirements. Before the station was constructed 
the operating area was mocked up full scale for complete operational analysis. 
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the video control man. The video con- 
trol man coordinates the technical 
switching, shades film, sets up live - 
camera control, loads film and slides 
and plans the operating sequence for 
the following day's program routine 
sheet. The announcer on duty at the 
transmitter is responsible for the pro- 
gram production at the transmitter and 
the program log. If a cameraman is 
required, he is usually one who com- 
pletes his day at the transmitter after 
the downtown studio has shut down. 

The downtown studios likewise have 
a number of manpower- saving innova- 
tions. Eleven -foot high doorways con- 
nect two studios with the set storage 
and carpentry shop. Thus, much of 

TeleVision Engineering, November, 1950 

the scenery can be readily moved by 
one man. Fixed lighting has been pro- 
vided for all fixed sets, and fixed micro- 
phones as well as a microphone boom 
are utilized for audio pickup. The stu- 
dio crew consists of a technical super- 
visor who normally operates the video 
switcher, and two camera controls, an 
audio man, and two cameramen. The 
microphone boom and lights are oper- 
ated by junior technicians who also as- 
sist in setting up the studio. Back -to- 

hack programming is smoothly accom- 
plished in the studio with cameras, mi- 
crophone boom and lights being moved 
from one end of the studio to the next 
during a one -minute film spot. The 
synchronizing generator at the studio is 

locked in with the synchronizing gener- 
ator on the mountain, thus facilitating 
switching and video lap dissolves. 

In our studio floor plan, facilities 
have been provided for audience par- 
ticipation shows, automobile commer- 
cials, complete kitchen, and nearly 
every type of show yet devised. 

Through careful attention to schedul- 
ing and sales commitments it is pos- 
sible to operate our station on a six -day 
week basis producing 12 hours of test 
patterns. 22 hours of live programs. 
and 20 hours of film programs, with a 
technical staff of only eight technicians 
and two junior technicians. It has been 
found that technicians need not be 

TContinued on page 39) 
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Discontinuity Tuning 
Charts for 
Resonant Coax Lines 

by J. GREGG S T E P H E N S O N, Receiver Section, Airborne Instruments Laboratory 
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DISCONTINUITY TI 'SING has been found 
to offer many advantages when applied 
to certain applications of coax -line os- 
cillators, amplifiers, and other hj reso- 
nant circuits. The method is mechan- 
ically simple, provides electrical sym- 
metry, and can be constructed without 
using rubbing or sliding metallic con- 
tacts or fingers. In addition, no dc con- 
nection across the transmission line is 
necessary, and an approximately con- 
stant incremental tuning range, with 
adjustable center frequency, can be 
provided. It is also possible to employ 
a large mechanical translation per meg- 
acycle for vernier tuning. or to obtain 
appreciable tuning ranges with fairly 
small motions of the tuning discon- 
tinuity. 

The various parameters of a resonant 
coaxial line, tuned by a movable sleeve, 
are defined in Figure 1. Three assump- 
tions about this resonant system have 
been made: (1) negligible transmis- 
sion line losses, (2) terminating capaci- 
tance C. equals zero, and (3) effects of 
discontinuity capacitance at the corners 
of the tuning sleeve are negligible. The 
first two assumptions involve little error 
in practical cases. but the third assump- 
tion does involve a correction for which 
curves have been prepared. 

The movable discontinuity is consid- 
ered as a line section having a charac- 
teristic impedance Z, smaller than the 
characteristic impedance of the main 
coaxial line Z., and length d shorter 
than the length 1e of the main line. 
One end of the main line is short cir- 
cuited, while the other end is terminated 
in a small capacitance C,. The mov- 
able discontinuity can be a metallic 
sleeve that constitutes either an en- 
largement of the center conductor, as 
in a of Figure 1, or a shrunken section 
of the outer conductor, as in b of Fig- 
ure 1. In such cases, the tuning sleeve 
is assumed to have highly conducting 
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surfaces. It is possible to avoid all 
metallic sliding contacts by inserting 
a thin cylinder of low dielectric con- 
stant, low -loss material between the 
sleeve and line. The necessary actuat- 
ing motion for the tuning sleeve can be 
obtained in various ways. Dielectric or 
metallic push rods can be used, or the 
movable sleeve can be driven through 
slots in inner or outer conductor. 

A tuning sleeve made entirely of low - 
loss dielectric or a sleeve made partly 
of dielectric and partly of metal may be 
used. The tuning curves still apply, 
but an equivalent characteristic impe- 
dance Z' and an equivalent sleeve 
length d' must be employed.' 

Derivation of Charts 

Nine charts, Figures 2 through 11, 
have been derived on a normalized 
basis, using the undisturbed resonant 
wavelength of the coaxial cavity, ì,., as 
the reference. The curves disclose the 
variation of ì, /éo as a function of x /ì.,, 
where ). /À. is the normalized resonant 
wavelength and x ì.. is the normalized 
distance of the beginning of the dis- 
continuity from the short -circuited end 
of the resonant line. The three most 
common resonant modes of operation 
are covered 11 = ì. /4, 3V4. and 
5-4,'4 t. Three values of the normal- 
ized length of the discontinuity rift, 
have been chosen. I d ì.,, = 0.02, 0.05, 
and 0.08). Finally. three values of the 
ratio of the characteristic impedance of 
the discontinuity to that of the main 
coax line have been selected for the 
families of curves IZ, Z = 2/3, 1/3, 
and 1 5). These values of the parame- 
ters embrace most of the range of prac- 
tical interest for tuning applications. 
Moreover. it is po -oible to employ linear 
interpolation with little error for solu- 
tions falling between the curves. 

Referring to Figure 1. ì , the undis- 
turbed resonant wavelength of the coax 
line (the wavelength with the sleeve re- 
moved) is defined by 

.= 2wI'Co Y.= 2wrC.Z.tan 
(2 A /. /X,) (1) 

Where: ì.,, is the undisturbed resonant 
wavelength in cm. 

C is the terminating capaci- 
tance in mmfd. 

X is the reactance of C at 
= ì.,, in ohms. 

Z is the characteristic impe- 
dance of the main coax line 
in ohms. 

c is the velocity of propaga- 
tion, 3 X 10 "' cm /sec. I is the total length of main 
resonant line in cm. 

The curves presented in the charts 
are solutions of ì, ì.,, as a function of 

Figure I 

Parameters of a resonant 
line, tuned by a movable 
sleeve, are illustrated in 
these cross -sectional views. 
In (a) is shown the discon- 
tinuity on an inner con- 
ductor; (b), discontinuity on 
cuter conductor; (e), dielec- 
tric tuning sleeve on inner 

conductor. 
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Quantitative Data, Included in Series of Plots, 
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Detail 

ì._ for carions fixed values of Z,.Z.. 
/ i.. and /.ì.., in the equation 

rn: .4(4) 
t..ra(gt 'O"((( 

.(o).")c' ""20 
/YI 

where x, i. d, are as defined in Figure 
1. The solutions are for C = O. but, 
as indicated in the examples *, the value 
of C has been found to have little 
effect on the curves. 

Solution to Equation 

This transcendental equation may be 
solved in various ways, all involving 
considerable labor and patience for the 
number of solutions necessary to estab- 
lish the tuning curves. It was found 
possible to obtain the solutions most 
easily by means of the Smith chart,' 
using systematic substitution and inter- 
polation. The curves thus derived are, 
of course, subject to slight numerical 
inaccuracies. but the effects of the 

fundamental assumptions can cause 
somewhat greater differences between 
computed and measured values than 
these inaccuracies. Therefore, slide 
rule accuracy and the use of the Smith 
chart seem justifiable. 

Effects of Assumptions 

Transmission -line losses can he made 
low enough I by silver plating for ex- 
ample) to be negligible. The effects of 
capacitance loading at the end of the 
resonant line are relatively small in 
curves that are presented in a normal- 
ized manner as here. This has been 
borne out by check substitutions and 
by measured curves. The principal 
effect of capacitance loading is to 
shorten the main coaxial line; that is, 
to reduce 1. for a given resonant wave- 
length A.. This means merely that x/) 
cannot attain such large values with a 
finite C., as is possible when C. = O. 

To neglect the discontinuity capaci- 
tance at the sharp edges of the tuning 
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Figure 4 

Plot for the X '4 mode, cnd d ' .08. 

sleeve introduces a greater error than 
neglecting any other single factor. By 
comparing measured and calculated 
values at wavelengths from 15 to 60 cm, 
it has been found that the actual total 
tuning range of a discontinuity is al- 
ways somewhat greater than that pre- 
dicted by the charts. This effect cor- 
relates with the magnitude of the total 
discontinuity capacitance C. at the 
sharp edges of the tuning sleeve. Dis- 
continuity capacitance has been defined 
and calculated by Whinnery and Jamie- 
son.' In all cases. the presence of dis- 
continuity capacitance causes a slight 
increase in the minimum wavelength 
obtainable ì.n,,,, 'ì,,, and a somewhat 
greater increase in the maximum wave- 
length ì.m,. /a, Figure 6 represents 
the average correlation observed be- 
tween total discontinuity capacitance 
C., and the tuning limits 1,m.. /ì., and 

'A,, for various values of d /ì.o and 
on various resonant modes. 

Sharp -Edged Tuning Sleeves 

In specific cases where a sharp -edged 
tuning sleeve is employed. the accuracy 
of prediction of the tuning limits can 
be improved by using Figure 6. 

Where incremental tuning is important, 
corrections for discontinuity capacitance 
are less significant than for total tuning 
range. Effects of discontinuity capaci- 
tance can be minimized by chamfering 
the edges of the tuning sleeve. 
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ITo He Continued *] 

I *A second installment, in which twill 
appear a series of typical examples and 
appendices detailing the relations between 
the characteristic impedances and various 
coax-line and tuning-sleeve radii, will ap- 
pear in the December issue. Additional 
charts will also be published within this 
installment.] 
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Yhatrumeht new 
Phase Meter 

A l'114 -t: METER which is said lo provide 
a mean- fur the precise determination of 
phase relationship- throughout the audio 
spectrum of 30 to 20,000 cps has been 
produced. 

Instrument has a self -calibrating feature 
which is said to permit operator to cheek 
accuracy quickly without recourse 10 com- 
plex calibrating apparatus and techniques. 

Measures phase difference in Ions of 
the calibrated phase shift required to 
establish phase coincidence of the voltages 
in the measuring circuit. Phase angle is 
read from two decade dials and a zero - 
center meter haying a full -scale range of 
phis or minus one degree. Switch -selected 
controls permit determination of lag or 
lead and of po -itise or negative sense.- 
Model P1060; The IT. L. Vinson Corp., 
460 West 34th St.. New Fork 1, New Fork. 

Maxson phasemeter 

Iouble -Pulse Generator 
A you WE l'1 r -r. 14. \ euyroit producing 
two pulse- inch, j a milt controllable in 
width, amplitude and tone relation to each 
other, is now in production. 

Pulse amplitude i- individually adjust- 
able. without erg-- effect. from fl to +50 
and 0 to -2(11) souk -. \mpliture of both 
pulses after mixing can be saried by means 
of a continuous fine control plus a 1(1:1 
step attenuatur. 

Among the many specific applications 
for this instrument are testing T\ equip- 
ment, and checking characturisiits of de. 
vices such as wide - band amplifiers. - 
M o,/,i 902: Berkeley .Scientific (:o.. fah 
and \ CI in Str,ct,s, Rirhnu,nd, Calil. 

Berkeley Scientific double -pulse generator 
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Two -Signal Audio Generator 
A TE -T -ae\ AI. ',In IICE fur intermodulatitun 
distortion measurements has been de- 
veloped. Generator, designed s pecifically for 
supplying the lest signals necessary in the 
various methods of measuring internaulula- 
tiott distortion is audio systems, can also 
be used as a general -purpose laboratory 
beat -frequency oscillator. 

Oscillator will supply: Ill A single low - 
distortion sinusoidal voltage adjustable in 
frequency front 20 cycles to 40 ke in two 
range -, 21) c to 2(1 kr and 20 kc to -1.0 kc; 
121 Two low -distortion sinusoidal voltage -, 

each separately adjustable, one ill 20 kc 
and the other to 1(1 kc. IOuiputt is useful 
in testing by the method adopted by the 
S \11'TF: t : r:; u Two low- distortion sinu- 
soidal ,oh,çe,. with a fixed difference in 
frequency maintained beiween the two as 
the frequency of tone voltage is varied. 
The fixed difference frequency is adjust- 
able lip to IO kc, and the lower of the 
two frequencies is adjustable up to 211 kc. 
¡Output combination is used in the (:(1i 
method of testing.t 

The output of the oscillator is continu- 
ously adjustable up to 111 ntilliwans into 
60) ohms with ten. than 11.25'; distortion. 
and up to 1 watt with Ms- than 11.5'; dis- 
tortion. Output is calibrated bush in salts 
and in thb with respect to 1 ntilliwatt in 
600 ohms. - Type 1303..4; General Radio 
Co., 275 lla.ssarhu.setts Ave., Cambridge 
39, .1 /ass. 

G -A two -signal audio generator 

8-Cl1111111I 'lcopr 

1\ F:11:117-1:11% \ 1.1. -cork. Ita- beet pr.-- 
produced. 

'Scope consist_ of eight independent 
channels, each of which contains a single - 
gun catlmule -ray tube Ili \I I type 3 JP111 
and eight in- amplifiers with a deflection 
sensil is ily of III ms /in. Frequency respons 
is said to be 21) cps to 25,11(X) cps ±2'; or 
20 to 150.001) cps ± 30';;-. Also available i- 
a Ile ,motel eight- channel 'scope with a 
sensitivity. of 2 nut /in. 

Signals arc displayed on a horizontal 
axis for photographing on a film strip or 
drum with vertical travel. Power supply 
is independent of the indicator unit. - 
Models H -81 and H -82; Electronic Tube 
Corporation, Philadelphia 18, Penna. 

Microwave Signal .Sources 

\ln awn \ \t: SIGNAL Sottuct: -, ttitering the 
rang. 1 631 tu 11,5(0 me, in fisc units, 
hay L., n developed. 

F :ugdo) Mg a reflex klystron system, the 
signal sources are runIrolled by one dial 
and frequency can he read directly from 
a linear indicator to accuracies of l-4%. 
Reflector voltage is automatically tracked 
with the ras its tuner. There are said to 
be no klystron mules to -et, no voltage 
settings to be made. 

\oncuntacting shorts are used to elimi- 
nate noise and reduce mechanical wear. 
"Terminals are provided for applying mod- 
ulation to either the grid or reflector. The 
signal sources are supplied complete with 
lithe. 

:1 klystron power unit has also been de- 
sigurd to minimize klystron frequency 
modulation due to reflector voilage varia- 
tions. /odels SSB, .SSL, SSS, SS.11. and 
NSA- : Polorad Electronics Corp.. 101 Vet. 
ropolitnn .4re.. Brooklyn 11..\. 1. 

Polorad microwave signal source 

Tra,,su,iss .'Iensurirlg .Set 

:1 TR \zwlssltt\ \Iey-1 RI \I. ',ET, suitable 
for rack mounting, which is said to elimi- 
nate calculations and intricate setups for 
checking audio gain tor Ions, measurement 
of matching and bridging desires, and mis- 
match loss and frequency response, has 
been announced. 

Equipment consist- of a sodomy-indicator 
meter. input and output atttnuators, and 
impedance matching -s stem. and jacks for 
convenient connection. \ meter multiplier, 
which is geared to the load- impedance 
shaft, provides an automatic correction 
for changes in load impedance. Switches 
facilitate connection of the volume in- 
dicator to the input of the attenuator sys- 
iem, or to jacks for external connection. 
\n output impedance switch allows match- 
ing io 6(X). 250k 150, 16. 8, or 1 -olmi cir- 
nits. 
Instrument is said to permit handling 

of a wide range of load levels with an 
accuracy of ±.1 dui. oser the 20 t0 20,01(1 
cycle range of the instrument.- Type BI- 
11.4; Broadcast Equipment Section, B(..4 
Engineering /'raclons Department. Cam- 
den 2. . J. 

AGA transmission measuring set. 
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TV TUBE Developments 
by P. B. LEWIS 

Design and Application Characteristics of Miniature Pentode 

6CB6 and Its Use in RF Tuners and Video Intermediate - 

Frequency Amplifiers, Operating in the 40 -MC Region. 
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Figure 1 

Schematic of 40 -mc 4 -stage stagger -tuned video if amplifier system. Li, L.. L:, Ls. and L. and Lei 

are heater chokes, with fifteen turns of No. 22 enameled wire on a 1 /4" form. L_, L., L;, and LI., 
contain seven turns of No. 14 wire enameled, wound on a 1/2" diameter form, 5/8" long concentric 
with and S0" from cold end of La L., Lt_ and Lt:, respectively. L., Lo and Lt: contain eleven 
turns of No. 30 enameled wire on a 14" form. L. and Li; contain 10 turns of No. 30 enameled 
wire on a 14" form. Lu.; has two turns of No. 22 enameled wire on a 1/4" form. Lt. has four 
turns of No. 22 enameled wire, on a 14" form, which is 3/6" long, 1/4" from the cold end of Lta. 

L. has three turns of No. 14 enameled wire wound on a 1/2' diameter form yr" long, concentric 
with and Sa" from the cold end of Lt. The 15,000 -ohm damping resistor in the 41.4 -mc circuit. 
has a value of 12.000 ohms at 42 mc. while the 82.000 -ohm resistor in the 45.6 -mc circuit, has 

a value of 32,000 ohms at 42 me. 

IN hi' i.0 and video if amplifier cir- 
cuitry, the sharp cutoff miniature pen- 

todes, such as the 6BC6, have been 

found to be particularly effective. This 
result has been noted because the tube 
essentially. an improved 6AG5, features 
a 20C' increase in grid -plate transcon- 
ductance, and a 305, decrease in grid - 
plate capacitance. The high transcon- 
ductance and reduced grid -plate capaci- 
tance make it possible to obtain high 
gain at high frequencies. In addition 
the tube has a separate grid -No. 3 con- 
nection which makes possible the use 
of an unbypassed cathode resistor to 
reduce variations in input capacitance 
and input conductance with changes in 
bias. When till: tube is used as an rf 
amplifier in a irlcci, ion tuner, for ex- 
ample, its lower gi id-plate capacitance 
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has been found to reduce oscillator rad- 
iation while its separate cathode and 
grid -No. 3 connections make possible 
the use of an unbypassed cathode re- 
sistor to minimize the detuning effects 
encountered in sets employing age. 

Although there are several other rf 
pentodes having lower grid -plate capac- 
itances than the 6CB6, the reduction in 
grid -plate capacitance of these types is 
accomplished by shielding the plate and 
is, therefore. accompanied by a substan- 
tial increase in output capacitance. Be- 
cause the only capacitance in the tuned 
circuits of most TV rf and if amplifiers 
is that of the tube electrodes and asso- 
ciated wiring, a large increase in output 
capacitance causes a decrease in plate - 
circuit impedance and a consequent loss 
in gain. The maximum grid -plate ca- 

pacitance of the 6CB6 is 0.020 mmfd, 
while its output capacitance is 1.9 

mmfd. 

IF Antplier Design 

The main requirements of a suitable 
television if amplifier tube are high 
transconductance for high gain and low 

grid -plate capacitance for low feedback. 

This tube, which has been found to 

meet these requirements, can be used 

for the 20 -mc if band, and also for the 

RMA- recommended 40 -mc hand. 
In the design of a stagger -tuned if 

amplifier, the values of the damping 
resistors required to obtain the desired 

pass band are affected by the input con- 

ductance of the tubes used. At high 
frequencies, the tube input -conductance 
components due to transit -time effects, 

tube lead inductance, and feedback 
through the grid -plate capacitance from 
the plate circuit are effectively in par- 

allel with the tuned grid circuit. The 

conductance components due to transit - 
time effects and tube lead inductances 
are positive in sign and vary with the 
square of the frequency. The input - 
conductance component due to feedback 
through the grid -plate capacitance, 
measured at the grid- circuit resonant 
frequency, may be either positive or 
negative. It is positive for a tube with 
the plate circuit tuned to a frequency 
lower than that of the grid circuit and 
negative for a tube with the plate cir- 
cuit tuned to a frequency higher than 
that of the grid circuit. If the grid - 
plate capacitance is high, the input 
conductance will vary rapidly over the 
band and the grid and plate circuits 
will not be independently tunable. 

Circuit Considerations 

A circuit diagram of a 40 -mc video if 
amplifier using 6CB6's appears in Fig- 
ure 1. The diagram includes the plate 
circuit of a converter stage and a 6AL5 
video detector. Each stage is tuned by 
adjusting its inductance for resonance 

'Based on copyrighted data prepared by 
the RCA Tube Department. 
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with the tube and circuit capacitance. 
Because tube capacitance will vary 
slightly from tube to tube, when tubes 
are changed retuning is necessary to 
obtain the same bandpass characteris- 
tics. 

Screen -Grid Grounding 

If the screen grid of an rf amplifier 
tube is at rf ground, the effective grid - 
plate capacitance of the tube will be 
much higher than the value measured 
at low frequencies and regeneration 
may be encountered. At frequencies of 
30 mc and higher, however, it becomes 
quite difficult to ground the screen grid 
effectively because of the inductance of 
the screen -grid and bypass- capacitor 
leads. In many cases, therefore. it may 
be necessary to adjust the lead induc- 
tances so that they are in series reso- 
nance with the bypass capacitor in 
order to ground the screen grid effec- 
tively. In the amplifier circuit shown, 
effective grounding could have been ac- 
complished by selecting a suitable value 
of screen bypass capacitor and, depend- 
ing upon its physical construction, by 
adjusting its lead lengths for series 
resonance. This method of preventing 
regeneration, however, was not needed 
in this amplifier because a 10 -ohm un- 
bypassed resistor is used in series with 
the screen grid in the high- impedance 
stage- and the screen grid is bypassed 
to tae cathode in the low- impedance 
stages. 

Overall fideo Gain 

The overall video gain of the Figure 
1 amplifier circuit can be measured in 
the following manner. A 43.5 -mc un- 
modulated signal is applied to the con- 
trol grid of the first if stage, an rms- 
reading vacuum -tube voltmeter is con- 
nected to the plate of the video detector 
(across L,), and a dc voltmeter is con- 
nected across the 22,000 -ohm video de- 
tector load. The ac voltage at the de- 
tector plate and the dc voltage across 
the detector load are measured. Then, 
the meter across L, is removed and the 
output of the signal generator reduced 
until the original dc voltage across the 
detector load is obtained. The overall 
gain is calculated by dividing the volt- 
age measured across L, by the output 
voltage of the signal generator. The 
overall gain at a fixed bias of one volt 
was 14,280: an average stage gain of 
almost 11. Approximately the same 
gain can be obtained with the 6CB6 in 
amplifiers operating at lower inter- 
mediate frequencies including the 21.25 - 
to- 25.75 -mc band. 

'HIGH-SPEED PULSE WORK 

and study of complex wave forms with vhf 

components This new Browning instrument 
incorporates the important circuit 
features requisite for intensive 
laboratory application in re- 
search and development work. 

B4044,tifinf 
WIDE -BAND 

OSCILLOSYNCHROSCOPE 

MODEL 01 -17 

'Scope, synchronizer, high -volt- 
age power supply, low- voltage 
power supply, and control panel 
are mounted in a vertical rack 
cabinet on casters. Provision is 
made for installation of a Fair- 
child Oscillo- record camera when 
photographic records of 'scope 
traces are desired. 

Size: 813e "x25se "x24" 
Weight: 500 lbs; 
shipping weight: 750 lbs. 
Request Bulletin EL -17 for 
complete specifications. 

In Canada, address: 
Measurements Engineering Ltd. 

Arnprior, Ontario. 
Export Sale,: 9 Rockefeller Plaza, Rm. 1422, 

New, York 20, New York 

C I R C U I T FEATURES 
Vertical amplifier: band width flat to 16 
mc; response extends beyond 30 mc; maxi- 
mum deflection sensitivity .05 volts /inch; 
video delay circuit, 0.2 micro- second delay. 
CR Tube: Type 5 RP or 5 XP; anode voltage 
variable 10 -20 KV. 
Driven Sweep: variable .05 -500 micro- 
seconds per in. 
Sawtooth Sweep: 5- 500,000 c.p.s. 
Trigger Generator: output of 100 volts 
from S00 ohms, running rate 20- 20,000 
c.p.s. 

Markers: internal blanking or deflection 
type: 0.1. 1, 10, 100 micro -second intervals. 
Beam Intensity Modulation: external con- 
nection to grid. 
Variable Delay Circuit: provides positive 
and negative delayed output triggers. 
Delays sweep from external sync. or in- 
ternal trigger generator. Continuously 
variable to 2000 micro-seconds by means 
of directly calibrated dial. 
Voltage Calibration Circuit: for measure- 
ment of input signals by substitution volt- 
ages in form of 60 -cycle square waves. 

ENGINEERED 
F O R 

ENGINEERS 

B R O W N I N G Laboratories, Inc. 
Winchester, Mass. 
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Industry Literature 
Feedrail Corp., 125 Barclay St., New York 
7. N. Y., has issued a 64.page catalog 1 No. 

251. illustrating and describing prefabri- 
cated trolley busway electrical distribution 
systems. `pedal sections on planning, 
looms. installation and specification ap- 

pear. 

lletalweld, Inc., 26th and hunting Park 
Avenue, Philadelphia 29, Pa., has released 

a 4 -page bulletin entitled Rubber Linings, 
describing rubber -lined steel for the trans- 

porting, storing and handling of corrosive 
chemicals. 

John F. Rider, Publisher, Inc., 480 Canal 
Street, New York 13, N. Y., has published 
a Re, lag Tube Substitution Guide Book 
by II. t. Middleton. in which 2,500 radio 
and taled -ion receiving tube types are sys- 

tematically listed in numerical sequence 

with accompanying wiring instructions for 
staking the suIlstitutions. Book contains 
208 pages and is priced at $2.40. 

T. l'. Derelopmrnt Corp., 2505 Surf Ave., 

Brooklyn 24. N. Y.. has published a catalog 
describing filters, knobs, tubular selenium 
rectifiers, plastic masks, turntables and car 

antenna conical boosters. 

Sylvania Electric Products. Inc., Emporium, 
Pa., have released tables detailing charac- 

teristics of thirty commercially available 
subminiature electron tubes ranging from 
0.200" to 0.383" in diameter. Also pro- 
vided in the characteristic chart are sug- 

gestions for mounting, shielding and ap- 

plication to obtain maximum life for tube 

types including those rated up to 5.000 

hours. Two tables are provided for cross 

reference between experimental and RT\lA 
type numbers and classification of types 
with respect to applications. 

South Chester Corp., 1418 South Penn 

Square, Philadelphia 2. Pa., has released a 

six -page brochure which describes a line 
of fastening specialties including blind 
rivets, anchor nuts. screw fasteners. ad- 

justable pawl fasteners, and door retaining 
springs. 

(:larostat .Mfg. Co., Inc., Dover. New 

Ilampshire, has published a catalog. No. 

50. describing resistors. controls and re- 
sistance devices. Various types and sizes 

of CI mposition- element and wire -wound 
control'- are cataloged. together with ad -m 

stcitr h and pick -a -shaft features. Cataloged 
re -i -tor include cement.coat rd power re- 
sistors. flexible glass -insulated resistors, 
plug -in ballasts and voltages dividers. au- 

tomatic line voltage regulators. Other 
items are TV Leant benders. constant - 
impedance output attenuators. L -pads, T- 
pads. and the power resistor decade box. 

Technology Instrument Corp., 1058 \lain 
Street, Waltham, Mass., have released a 

6 -page leaflet entitled Determination of 
the Q of Coils by .Means of a Z -angle 
Meter and the Series Resonance .Method. 

Polarad Electronics Corp.. 100 Metropoli- 
tan Avenue. Brooklyn II. N. Y., has issued 
a 14 -page catalog describing television 
cameras. synchronizing generators, moni- 
tors, TV amplifiers and TV power supplies 
designed for broadcast operation. 
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P,,duction Kidd 
Small Armature Winder 

AN ARMATURE WINDER designed to wind 
small armatures and featuring a stationary 
armature has been announced. Wire is 
fed through a hollow spindle to a revolv- 
ing arm which winds wire in the armature 
slots, permitting armature to remain sta- 
tionary. 

The machine operates at high speed. 
winding 1,000 turns per minute on either 
straight or skewed armatures. Very tight 
armatures can be wound because of the 
uniform tension with which the wire is 
automatically guided and laid in the slots. 
Amount of tension is limited solely by the 
strength of the wire. Control over num- 
ber of turns is attained by automatically 
winding a predetermined number of turns. 
Armature is also automatically indexed. 
Carhallov wire guides are used. Machine 
and table occupy 20 "x30 ". - llodel .36; 
George Stevens llanufaetaring Co., Chi- 
cago. W. 

Stevens armature winder 

Demagnetizer 
AN IMPROVED DESIGN OF DEMAGNETIZING 
coil has been developed for the demag- 
netizing of materials and stabilizing of 
magnetic flux. 

Device can be used to eliminate unde- 
sirable magnetic flux from tools, drills, 
punches. small arms, and any machined 
parts that may have become magnetized. 

The demagnetizer is also useful in equal- 
izing and stabilizing magnetic flux in per- 
manentmagnet assemblies that are used in 
electrical instruments and control devices. 
In general, permanent magnets are mag- 
netized to a flux density higher than that 
required in the finished product. 

Demagnetizer consists of an air -core coil 
built in a frame which can be mounted on 
any table or bench. The coil is rated at 
115 volts. 60 cycles, and is equipped with 
switch, pilot lamp, and a flexible lead 
fitted with a standard plug. Has a rect- 
angular opening 41/2 "x81/2" to accommo- 
date stock up to 8" wide. The coil axis 
being horizontal, mass production demag- 
netizing may be accomplished by passing 
a non -metallic conveyor belt through the 
instrument parallel to the coil axis. In 
this manner parts can be demagnetized 
continuously. Pieces of considerable 
length can he demagnetized, or several 
small pieces can be demagnetized simul- 
taneously, provided they are not in a metal 
container and are not in sufficient contact 
to cause shielding of any of the pieces. - 
Special Products Division, G. E., Schenec- 
tady..\-. Y. 
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High Voltage Disconnect 
A HIGH-VOLTAGE DISCONNECT, % ill] leads and 
body injection molded as one unit of low - 
loss polyethylene, has been produced 

lias a long protective sleeve on the fe- 
male, which it is said can he handled 
safely when hot. With a stubby pin on 
long male stud, contact is made with 
female in last 1/4", after sleeve and stud 
are sealed. When mated, sleeve and stud 
fit tightly to form protective seal against 
dust and moisture. Click- action of female 
clip and male pin is said to allow operator 
to feel when contact is made and at the 
same time provides retention force to pre- 
vent disconnection due to shaking or other 
rough handling. 

Designed for operation at 15.000 volts 
de: actual flashover occurs about 31,000 
volts ac peak. Connection clip, of tin 
plated brass. Will operate at 15 amp 
.Alden Products Co., 117 North ]lain. 
Procklon, 

Alden by disconnect 

HF Insulating Laminate 
A PAPER -BASE PHENOLIC /aminate, for use 
in high- frequency insulating applications, 
has been announced. 

Laminate is said to haw a resistance of 
1,000,000 megohms after humidity condi- 
tioning (1/16" sheet).- Insurok, Grade 
T -812; The Richardson Co., 2793 Lake St., 
.Melrose Park, Ill. 

Colored Wire Markers 
COLORED WIRE MARKERS made of silicone 
treated cotton cloth which has a pressure 
sensitive adhesive backing are now avail- 
able. Markers are said to stick perma- 
nently to wire without moistening. Markers 
come in 14 standard NEMA colors. -W. H. 
Brady Co., 16 E. Spring St., Chippewa 
Falls, Wis. 

Induction Heating Generator 
INDUCTION HEATING GENERATORS, in 5, 10, 
20 and 40 kw sizes, have been designed. 

The 40 -kw generator is a three -phase 
220 -volt 400.425 kc unit. Can generate con- 
tinuously in excess of 1,10f) btu per 
minute into ferrous metal parts. 

The 20 -kw generator is also a three - 
phase 220 -volt Irait. with an output of 545 
btu per minute. Frequency: 375.400 Ice. 

The 10 -kw generator is a single phase, 
220 -volt unit with an output of 268 btu 
per minute. Frequency: 375 -400 Ice. 

The 5 -k, generator is a single -phase 220 - 
volt unit with an output of 131 btu per 
minute. Frequency is 450 kc. 

The 40, 20 and 10 -kw units are all water - 
cooled. The sanie water which cools the 
generator also cools the work coils. The 
5 -kw oscillator section is forced -air cooled 
while the work coils are water -cooled. 

Generators are metal enclosed. HB -40, 
HB -20, HB -10, HB -5; Haydu Brothers 
Laboratory, RF Heating Division, Plain- 
field, .V. Í. 

Flexi -Mount Aluminum Cases 

A SERIES OF TWO -PIECE. ALI MINI M CASES, 

particularly designed for equipment re- 
quiring complete shielding, has been an- 
nounced. Available in thirteen sizes from 
234" x 21/4s" x try's" to 17" x 5" x 4 ", in 
either natural aluminum or gray hammer - 
tone finish. Interlocking sections of the cases 
are said to be accurately formed for snug 
fit. They are fa -tened together by self - 
tapping sores -. Flexi- Mount; Insuline 
Corporation at lmerica, 3602 35th Ave., 
L. I. C. 1, A. 1. 

Insuline two -piece aluminum cases 

Short -Run Stampings 
SHORT-RUN ST%MPINGs or PHENOLIC RESINS, 
vulcanized fibres. plastics, insulation paper 
tfish paper) and other non -metallic ma- 
terials are now available. 

Stampings for electronic frames, insula- 
tors, spacers, panels, etc., or gaskets, 
spacers or cams can be made to specifica- 
tions in dimensions up to 9 "x12 "xI /y" 
thick. -- Ferlera/ Tool and Manufacturing 
Co., Dept. (:, .3600 Alabama Avenue, St. 
Louis Park, Minneapolis. Ilinn. 

Rivet Gun 
A RIVET GUN using Du Pont explosive 
rivets for high speed operation has been 
announced. 

Only a single touch of the gun I less than 
2 seconds) is said to be necessary before 
the rivet is set. The tips are made of 
nichrome steel welded to a bronze base. 
The handle consists of two -piece molded 
phenolic in which is located an off -on 
switch. -Ripley Co., Inc., Middletown, 
Conn. 

Oilproof Enamel 
AN OILPROOF ENAMEL that is said to air 
dry for handling in a half -hour, and dry 
hard in eight hours has been produced. 
Drying can be accelerated by a low -tem- 
perature bake. 

Enamel, supplied at Consistent-y for 
brush application, is said to exhibit long 
shelf life and bond well to insulating ma- 
terials and metals, such as bus bars, com- 
mutator connections, stator ends, field coils 
and similar irregularly -shaped windings. 
Said to dry to form a film with a dielec- 
tric strength of 800 volts per mil.-No. .32 
Red Oilproof Enamel; Irvington Varnish 
and Insulator Co., 6 Argyle Terrace, Irv- 
ington I1, N. J. 

Pressure -Sensitive Tape Rolls 
A LINE OF PRESSURE-SENSITIVE TAPE. im- 
printed on paper. cellophane. acetate film 
or cloth stock has been developed. 

Tape roll is available in widths from 1/4". 
to 3" and lengths from 64R" to 2,592" 
imprinted with message.- Westline Divi- 
sion, Western Lithograph Co., 600 East 
Second St., Los Angeles, Calif. 
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NENA 12 CHANNEL 

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER 
Capable of MUSIC Modulation 

TYPE 2111 
The ONLY 12 channel TV transmitter that has a sound carrier capable of 
MUSIC modulation with full 40 KC swing. 

Has standard 75 microsecond pre- emphasis. 

All picture carriers ore crystal controlled within 0.01% and modulation of 
picture carrier is by means of standard RMA Composite Picture Signal. 

Hos standard rack mounting panel; power supply fully regulated. 

Just the thing for rapid TV checking on all 12 channels and for checking 
receivers for lone, speaker ratite and freedom from microphonics. 

Write for Type 2111 Data Sheet for Full Details 

Manufacturers of a Complete Line of TV Test Equipment 

Rol-Instrument Co.lnc. 
50 PATERSON AVENUE EAST RUTHERFORD, N. J. 

TV Maintenance 
(Continued from page 13) 

'scope, but, while this is being connect- 
ed or is warming up. would it not be 
practical or logical to check the socket 
voltages with a 20.000 -ohms -per -volt 
meter or a min'? Manufacturers list 
all terminal and oeket voltages for 
this purpose. In thi. particular case, 
a brief visual anak.i' would have 
shown the charred e.i-tor 1. Suppose 
the socket voltages would have been 
normal -then what? Would it have 
been unscientific to test the tubes? 
Past experience has shown that it 
would have been prudent to check 
tubes even earlier. It is well known 
that from 80 to 90 per cent of all 
troubles are due to tube failures. 

The use of logic in the foregoing case 
could have reduced the off -the -air time 
from hours to minutes. In a number 
of similar cases. the same pattern was 
noted; the lack of a logical or concrete 
method of carrying out regular or 
emergency maintenance operations. 
This usually indicates either the total 
absence of a workable maintenance 
schedule, or abnormal laxity in carry- 
ing it out, if it does exist. 

Case 2: For several years an FM 
engineer was having trouble with the 

transmitter. The main circuit -breaker, 
a 3 -shot cycling affair, operated 
through all three cycles and shut off 

the transmitter. Pushing the plate 
overload re -set button would restore 
normal operation momentarily, but the 
circuit breaker would immediately re- 
move the high voltage again. The en- 
gineer. noting that voltages and cur- 
rents appeared normal during the short 
on periods, decided to hold the circuit 
breaker in manually for a moment and 
see if voltages remained normal. They 
did. But the circuit breaker's holding 
coil began overheating. As a practical 
solution, the holding coil was discon- 
nected and the circuit breaker jammed 
shut with an insulated screwdriver han- 
dle. This restored manual operation 
for the rest of the broadcast day, and 
the trouble was located and permanent- 
ly repaired after sign -off. In a dis- 
cussion at the time, the argument was 
raised that the transmitter should have 
been shut down until the trouble was 
scientifically corrected. The writer 
disagreed. Do you? 

Analysis: Since all voltages and cur- 
rents appeared normal during the short 
on periods, it would appear that the 
trouble could be in the control circuit 
alone (in this case the circuit breaker 
control), not in the transmitter. Since 

the station depends on broadcast opera- 
tion for its revenue, the main idea is 

to keep the transmitter on the air with 
a minimum of lost time. This should 
be done if humanly possible, whether 
the transmitter is kept on with shoe 

string, baling wire or a broom handle. 
(The author once was guilty of tying 
a defective circuit breaker together 
with a handkerchief. This may have 
been unscientific, but the transmitter 
remained in operation, nevertheless). 
Of course, such operations are not 
recommended, unless the trouble is ap- 

parent and logic indicates that such an 
operation is practical (and safe). 

Some engineers, in fact, too many, 
have developed the habit of making 
dangerous adjustments in high -power 
stages while the transmitter is on. It 
is hoped that these boys are still around 
to read this article. Plain logic will 
dictate that no adjustment is that im- 

portant! 
Case 3: Television station 

employed a maintenance engineer. a 

practical man who believed in analyz- 
ing circuit operations thoroughly before 
making changes or major adjustments. 
Although his methods had produced 
results where several field engineers 
had failed, he was given other duties. 
with the explanation that: "A TV 

maintenance engineer must be able to 

'jump right into things', put his finger 
on the trouble without a moment's hesi- 
tation. The 'slow, plodding' type of 
engineer has no place in TV mainte- 
nance." 

Case 3 Analysis 

Analysis: Speed and accuracy are 
definite requirements, especially in 
emergency maintenance. But few, very 
few engineers have the uncanny ability 
to locate trouble without a moment's 
hesitation unless a certain equipment 
defect has made that particular func- 
tion automatic or instantly recognizable. 
It is much better to analyze the situa- 
tion logically or scientifically for a mo- 
ment or two, rather than proceed mere- 
ly for the sake of producing motion. 
In the foregoing case, the maintenance 
engineer already had proved the effec- 
tiveness of logical or practical analysis 
by his ability to think through, where 
others had failed. (The same engineer, 
incidentally, once corrected a circuit 
difficulty in 30 minutes, where a field 
engineer with a 'scope had not located 
the trouble in over 8 hours!). Effi- 

ciency of this sort does not seem in 
keeping with the statement that the en- 
gineer was slow or "plodding ?' Here 
was a case, evidently, where personal 
opinion superseded logic. 

Some supervisors, station engineers 
and field engineers have voiced the 
opinion that a tube tester has no prac- 
tical place in TV servicing or mainte- 
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nance, explaining that tubes which 
check good are not necessarily so, and 
that substitution is the only way to 
check. This line of reasoning is very 
difficult to understand. Tubes used in 
television circuits are basically no dif- 
ferent than their predecessors. Tubes 
still are subject to shorts, intermittents. 
interelement shorts, noise, micro - 
phonics, leakage, low emission, poor 
mu, gassiness, unbalance, etc. True. 
there are some types which will not 
convey their true under -load condition 
in the tube tester, but these are rela- 
tively few. (The same argument wa- 
familiar in the old days when tube, 
like the 6A7. 75, etc., had to be test- 
ed). A good mutual -conductance tube 
tester is invaluable in the station and 
deserves to be used more often. 

The foregoing should serve lo demon- 
strate the effectiveness of employing 
sound, hard logic. Of course, the ap- 
plication of so valuable an aid must 
be accompanied by knowledge of 
equipment circuitry and operation in 
order to be effective. The engineer, to 
appreciate logic at its best, must also 
be capable of combining practical ex- 
perience and theory with current op- 
erating practice. If he can do this, he 
will have overcome one of the greatest 
obstruction- to progre-- and improve- 
ment. 

TV Systems 

( Contiuued how potar 29) 

stratified as to duties. Although some 
men are more proficient as cameramen. 
audio men, maintenance men, etc.. they 
are all shifted in assignments to famil- 
iarize them with the entire plant. All 
available time is utilized for mainte 
nance and new construction. Men hav- 
ing broadcast experience and who have 
studied TV engineering, and who have 
built amateur TV stations are excellent 
material as television operators. 

During the construction of the sta- 
tion, technicians were hired and given 
responsibilities for the installation or 
construction of the various portions of 
the station. Overall planning of the 
philosophy of operation were the proj- 
ects of Charles Thieriot, and Harold 
See, manager and director of TV at 
KRON -TV, respectively. The writer, as 
chief engineer, planned and coordinated 
the construction of the station with the 
assistance of Edward Price, Jule Vetter, 
William Nielsen, William Sadler, Fred 
Street. Rodger Woodruff. Donald An- 
derson. Harold Simpson and James Von 
St river. 

The soundness of the philosophy of 
operation and the desire on the part of 
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both the management and the personnel 
to modify initial plans or procedures. 
to permit smooth operation under good 
working conditions. has resulted in a 

very successful lir-t year of operation. 

Metal- Ceramic 
(ton, iimed from pute 181 

to the une shown have operated con- 
tinuously at 400° 

Conclusions 

Actual production of a large number 
of junctions in vacuum -tested envelopes 
has proven the practicability of the 
process. Seals made by the method 
have been found to be mechanically 
strong. withstand high bake -out and 
operation temperatures, and be vacuum 
tight over a period of several years. 

The process has manufacturing feas- 
ibility, since it employs commonly used 
brazing equipment and well -known. 
easy to control, techniques. The 
method is suitable to high- temperature 
brazing and low- temperature soldering 
applications and contains no outstand- 
ing shape and size factor limitations. 

Subscriber -Vision 
(Continued from page 2.1) 

pulses. The usual desired effect of 
scrambling makes it necessary to stretch 
every fourth vertical synchronizing 
pulse. 

The receiving decoding card is iden- 
tical with the card inserted into the 
transmitter coding rack and can be 
easily removed and changed as re- 
quired. The decoder unit has the effect 
of displacing the scrambled sync pulses 
in the opposite direction. so that the 
images are in step and a single steady 
picture may be viewed. 

In modifying a TV chassis for use 
with the decoder the sync separator 
tube is removed and an adapter plug 
from the decoder unit is placed in the 
sync tube socket. 

In proposed plans for decoder -card 
distribution, chain, drug and depart- 
ment stores are being considered as 
purchase points. 

SUBTRACTIVE COLOR TV 
THE ROSENTHAL PATENT ON THE subtrac- 
tive color TV system described in the 
October issue of TELEVISION ENGINEERING 
has been assigned to the Skiatron Elec- 
tronic and Television Corp., New York 
City. 
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Quality Control in Tube and 
Highlights of Wright and Falk Papers on the Control of 

Averages in Tube Manufacture and Quality- Control Indicators 

Presented at the IRE -RTMA Fall Meeting in Syracuse, N. Y. 

Qi :. inr CONTROL. which has become 

one of the most essential factors in 

modern plant operations. providing an 

accurate means for the evaluation of 

production proficiency and the minimi- 
zation of material and manpower waste. 

served as a featured symposium topic 
during one of the session, at the re- 

cent annual IRE- II \Ii'.\ meetings in 

Syracuse. 
In one of the papers. involving the 

control of averages in tube manufac- 

ture. A. K. Wright. chief engineer of 

Tung -Sol Lamp \\ orks. disclosed that 

the tube industry has had tIi benefit 

of some forth of control -nice the 

earliest days. Then. tmplo) ing a base 

tube for which limits had been set. 

reading. within specific above and be- 

low factors -cried to select the good 

tubes. and all others were simply classi- 

fied as bad. 
The virtues of statistical sampling, 

now a standard procedure were un- 

known then and crude sampling 
schemes were used for less important 
or less satiable characteristics. 

The application of statistical sam- 

pling has been a great step in improv- 

ing the control of outgoing quality and 

reducing testing costs. However, de- 

clared Doc Wright. such schemes as now 

applied still place the emphasis on in- 

dividual tube limits applied to individu- 
al tubes, even though these data are 

used to control large lots. Accordingly, 
while this method has served the indus- 

try well for many years and undoubted - 

ly will continue to be used. it is open 

to criticism on at least ti1.. counts. 

In evaluating th -c point -. it was 

shown that when one sets a given limit 
for a characteristic. he i- forced to say 

that tubes within this limit are good. 

and outside it are Gad- This is basical- 

ly an absurd statement. at-cording to 

Wright. For. if the top plate current 

limit is say 20. the tube reading 19.9 

is not goad. nor is the tube reading 
20.1 necessarily bad: that is unusable. 

Actually. reported Wright. the true an- 

swer is that the two tuba_ in question 

are of the same quality and that that 

quality is poor. 

Hi- sealing that it is imps. -Bible. in 

Most ea -es. to defend such lions -. the 

Mien-asked question wa_ Olen posed: 

If a plant than asks that since tubes 

reading 20 are acceptable. is by not 

20.5? Lt Wright's opinion, the only 

answer is that a stand has to be taken 

somewhere. This, lie said, is certainly 
a weak answer. and it is weak because 

the basic ideas of a sharp demarcation 
between good and bad is truly illogical 
in the first place. 

The second criticism of this system. 

declared Wright. is that it does not 

concern itself with the average value 

of the product. This was brought home 

rSponsored by the I t-nn.p 
on lluality Control. 

Figure 1 

Compu.ntion of the control limits of the gm of a 6AR5. 
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forcibly to us during World War II 
when we were supplying tubes for radar 
amplifiers having eight or ten stages 

using the same tube type. If the aver- 

age gm of the type in question was 

down only a few percent. the overall 
gaits of the amplifier. being the product 
of the gains of the .octal stages. was 

down to the extent that it was unusable. 
Thus. continued \\ right. we were faced 
with the situation that every individual 
tube pa-scd specifications. yet tite lot 
of tubes as a whole was unusable. 

These and other considerations indi- 
cated that it would be very much worth 
while to establish some sort of control 
on the average value of the tube. It 
was lelt that if the averages were close- 

ly controlled there would be fewer 
borderline tubes Iand less shrinkage) 
and that there would be assurance of a 

satisfactory product in equipments us- 

ing many tubes of the same type. 

In the first approach to the solution 
of the problem, Wright said that the 
control -chart technique was tried. 

Samples of ten were measured and 
averaged. These averages were plotted 
and compared with modified limits. It 
was found necessary to discontinue this 
procedure. because it involved consider- 
able clerical help to keep the charts 
up: and it did not do the job of con- 

trolling averages sufficiently well. Ex- 

plaining this. Wright said that if the 
dispersion of the product was small. 

Figure 2 

Effect of control limits on the universe average. 
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Component or 
Accessory Manufacture 
the modified limits weer so %vide that 
we were not satisfied with the degree of 
control. 

After comidering several other ideas. 
Wright pointed out that it was decided 
to use arbitrary fixed limits for aver- 
ages. The limits chosen were arbitrary. 
but they were computed in such a way 
that they provided a significance which 
could be thoroughly understood 
throughout the factory. 

Detailing the system's operation. 
Wright declared that the characteristics 
were first divided into two groups, the 
first corresponding roughly to the 
group listed as production tests in the 
.1 \ \ specifications ¡power °tepat and 
mutual conductance are typical exam - 
pl-I and the s ,.cond group correspond- 
ng roughly to the design tests of the 

.I \\ -pccitications, in which capaci- 
tane -- and ;x are typical examples. 

It was decided that for the first 
group. not more than l'; defectives 
would be permissible in the final prod- 
uct. A limit of 5';. was selected for 
the second class. 

In a production -test example. Wright 
said the limits for averages can he com- 
puted by first assuming that the prod- 
uct average is exacly on bogie and that 
the dispersion is such that exactly l'; 
of the tube- are out of limits. The 

by E. M. JEFFERY 

standard tics ¡um of Ilii- --owed 
product is then computed. I i I is the 
top limit and B is the bottom limit. the 
value of 0 is 

.I -I? a = - l71 
5.2 

since 99', of the product is within the 
range of ±2.60. If a characteristic is 
of the second class. the denominator of 
I i I becomes I. 

Frotte titi- u- -untel value of sigma. it 
is po -sillc lo compute modified limits 
for acrace- of ten tubes: these are 
called control limits. Samples of ten 
tubes are measured regularly. and aver- 
ages are expected to fall within these 
control limits. 

In Figure 1 appears the assumed dis- 
tribution. the resulting assumed distri- 
bution for averages of ten. and the con- 
trol limits for the gin of the type 6AK5. 
In this case. the bogie value is 5000 
ambits. The top production limit is 

6500 u.nihos. and the lower production 
limit is :3500 ;Kobus. Applying I11. 

65t11t - 35(111 

oa= = 577 kattlu.s (2) 
5.2 

Calculation of the modified limits for 
averages of ten. using o et = 577 ambos 

Figure 4 

Typical quality con vol system installation. as described by 
Falk. 

TeleVision Engineering, November. 1950 

I,-alt, in control limits of 4450 and 
5550 umhos. it is expected that the 
average of the gat of any group of ten 
6A K3 -. selected at random. will curve 
within these limits. 

Analyzing the use of the anirerse 
average. Wright declared that if the 
actual a is equal to 0 a. the onirerse 
(tterage must be exactly bogie. In ad- 
dition. if the actual 0 of the product 
were zero, the anirerse average could 
be anything within the control limits. 

Figure 2 illustrates how widely titis 
universe average may vary as a func- 
tion of the actual 0 of the product. 
The boundary lines of the shaded area 
within which the anirerse average must 
be are straight lines from the control 
limits at 0 = 0 to bogie at 0 = a a = 
577. Values of 0 higher than 0 a were 
not considered. since such values indi- 
cate such a great dispersion in the 
product that the control limits could 
not be meet regardless of the average. 

Figure 2 also illustrates two impor- 
tant characteristics of this scheme. 
First. if the 0 of the product is nearly 
0 n. the universe must remain very close 
to bogie. If the 0 of the product were 
very small. the universe outrage could 
fluctuate coo- iderably. In no case. how- 
ever. could the average fluctuate widely. 

(Continued on page 421 

Figure 5 

Closeup of quality control indicator totalizer and characteristic 
analyser. 
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Quality Control 
(Continued from page 41) 

as it could using the usual modified 

limit scheme. Thus. we were told. these 
control limits do truly limit the average 
and yet in addition provide a motive for 
decreasing the dispersion. 

The control limits are computed once 
when the limit sheets are first published 
and they do not change unless there is 
a limit change. 

No charts are maintained. Instead 
the averages are posted in tabular form 
and those out of control limits are cir- 
cled in red. This table reveals quite 
clearly where there might be any 
troublesome spots. Knowing the back- 
ground of the control limits, one can 
determine whether a specific trouble is 

calis,l by an off- center average, too 
much dispersion. or both. In fact. said 
Wright, it has been felt that for this 
purpose this sort of tabulation is nearly 
as effective as a control chart. 

The decision as to what to do when 
the product was out of control limits 
was a difficult one, cited Wright, who 
added that they did not want to stop 
production or shipment. but they did 
want corrective action to take place 
quickly. At Tung -Sol. the departments 
involved in any corrective action are 
the factory engineering department 
which has control over factory proc- 
esses, the design department which has 
control of the tube designs, and the 
commercial engineering department 
which has control of the limits. Wright 
pointed that the first approach was to 
have meetings of these department 
heads for the purpose of analyzing the 
reasons for the various tubes being out 
of control and instituting appropriate 
corrective measures. 

It was soon found that this system 
was not effective. The department 
heads are all very busy men, and it was 

difficult to arrange meetings on a regu- 
lar basis. Secondly, no automatic prior. 
ity was given to this work. and it very 
often became lost in the shuffle! 

This experience revealed that unless 
this work was given specific priority, it 
would not get done. Therefore, the 
original committee was reorganized, 
consisting of a member from the factory 
engineering section, one from the de- 
sign section, and one from the commer- 
cial engineering section, none of whom 
were department heads. This commit- 
tee was instructed to meet weekly and 
issue a report detailing the characteris- 
tics which were out of control limits, 
the reason, and whose job it is to fix it. 
First priority was given to these jobs 
by these men and their supervisors were 
instructed that they must not upset this 
arrangement. Wright reported that this 
scheme has produced action which has 

heen prompt and completely free of any 
confusion. As a result. out of the thou- 
sands of possibilities only a very few 
characteristics are now found to be out 
of control. 

This system. in operation at the 
Tung -Sol plant for over two years, has 
slowly but surely sold itself to all 
branches of the company. According 
to Wright, the factory organization is 
now using similar methods in the con- 

trol of many of their own operations. 
This is a section where the greatest im- 
provement is sought. since the final 
product can be made more uniform only 
by improving the quality of the parts 
from which it is made. 

Quality Control Indicator 

In another quality -control discussion 
at the symposium. C. J. Falk of the 
G. E. general engineering and consult- 
ing laboratory described an electric 
computer. which can monitor statistical 
control charts. 

Describing the problem which led to 
the development of the instrument- Falk 
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539 -541 Canal St., New York 13, N. Y. 

"CUSTOM EXTRUDERS OF ALL THERMOPLASTICS 

pointed out that the quality control en- 
gineers. who were using statistical con- 
trol charts and their upper control 
limits discovered that maximum bene- 
fits were not being derived from them. 
These difficulties appeared to be due to 
several factors. Since several hours 
were normally needed to collect and 
analyze production data quite a staff 
was required to do this job. In addi- 
tion, a number of rejects could build up 
before it was found necessary that cor- 
rective action should be initiated. Al- 
though quite often production difficul- 
ties correct themselves before they are 
found out, these difficulties always re- 
occur if steps are not taken to perma- 
nently correct the situation. These en- 
gineers felt that a solution could be 
found in an automatic computer which 
would not only continuously keep or 
monitor control charts, but analyze re- 
jects every time one occurred, and give 
a warning when the upper control limit 
was exceeded. 

The computer, designed to solve the 
problem, compares the total count and 
the count of rejects according to a 
built -in mathematical formula, the re- 
sult being indicated on a quality meter. 

Basically- the computer employs a 
bridge circuit. A de voltage is applied 

GUARDIAN CENTERING MAGNETS and 

FOCUS COILS Insure Better Positioning 
of the Pattern in Popular TV Sets , . . 

GUARDIAN CENTERING MAGNETS 
The Guardian Centering Magnet com- 
pensates magnetically for any misalign- 
ment of the electronic beam of the focus 
coil assembly. Eliminates manual adjust- 
ment of the raster. 

GUARDIAN 

GUARDIAN FOCUS COILS 
Over a million Focus Coils hate rolled 
off Guardian's production lines into TV 
sets of leading manufacturers.With more 
than 75 types established as Guardian 
standard, speedy delivery to meet to- 
day's replacement needs is a matter of 
routine. Write. 

ELECTRIC 
W. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS 
I COOP." "lit Of OII,S SIC,ÌCG GI[,ca[ ,COUStt, 

across two slide -wire potentiometers. 
One pot advances as the total units pro- 
duced are registered in the equipment 
while the second pot advances as re- 
jects are registered. To start operation, 
both potentiometers are at the zero 
position. A meter is connected between 
the sliders of the potentiometers, and 
this indicates the relative positions of 
the sliders. When the voltage at the 
slider of the second pot is above or be- 
low that at the first slider, the meter 
needle will deflect to the right or left 
of its zero center, giving a quantitative 
comparison between the total count and 
the number of units rejected. 

A Two -Unit System 

Two units are actually employed in 
the system: A totalizer which incor- 
porates a dc power supply and a linear 
slide -wire potentiometer, and a charac- 
teristic analyzer which includes a qual- 
ity meter, reject level selector, and a 
pot. The latter is a non -linear unit 
that consists of a telephone stepping 
switch and resistors which bridge its 
contacts, having such values as to make 
the computer follow a curve of the 
upper control limit. 

The totalizer counts total production 

and this count can be observed through 
holes in the front of the totalizer panel 
in units, tens and hundreds of units 
produced. 

The characteristic analyzer counts 
the number of units rejected at an in- 
spection point indicating abnormal pro- 
duction difficulties on its quality meter. 
Whenever the needle of the quality 
meter moves into a red portion of the 
scale. it is time for the factory person- 
nel to mote and find out what new 
trouble has arisen in production. 

Level Selector 

The level at which the characteristic 
analyzer operates is controlled by a 
level selector knob and the level is con- 
tinuously variable. Card holders on 
the front of these units are provided 
for identification purposes. At the end 
of a day's run, the total counts are ob- 
served and recorded. Then the entire 
equipment can be reset. 

Falk said that as few as one or as 
many as ten characteristic analyzers can 
be used with one totalizer. 

In one plant twenty characteristic 
analyzers were installed to monitor 
twenty different inspection characteris- 
tic. on two product lines. 
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FIELD TESTED 
Installation Information on 

TV ..FM r v 
ANteXtra 
jN;taliatlujr 

. , 

and 

FM 

RECEIVING 
ANTENNAS 
TV . , . FM Antenna Installation 

by Ira Kamen 
rl' Consultant 

and Lewis Winner 
Editorial Director, 

Bryan Davis Pub. Co., Inc.; 
Editor, Service and TeleFisioe Entiaerrme 

The only practical book on the all -im- 
portant item in TV and FM reception 

based entirely on actual expe- 
riences in the most active TV and FM 
areas in the country. 

Over 35,000 words of vital data with 
over 130' photos and drawings. 

Ten chapters covering: 
Installation Tools 
Antenna Installation Procedures 
Securing 12- Channel Coverage 
HF Antenna Installations 
TV Interference 
Fringe Reception 
Master Antenna Systems 
FM Antennas 
Installation Business Practices 
Tricks of the Trade 

The first book in which you'll find 
complete design and installation in- 
formation on every type of TV and 
FM receiving antenna. 

Contains detailed illustration and sub- 
ject index for rapid reference. 

$2.00 Available direct or through 
your distributor Postpaid 

Send coupon below to your distributor or 
direct to: 

Bryan Davis Publishing Co., Inc. 
(Book Dept.) 
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, N.Y. 17, N.Y. 

Please send me a copy of "TV -FM 
Antenna Installation.° postpaid fo- 
which I am enclosing $2.00. 

(Please Print) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY AND STATE 

Printed Circuits 

(Continued from page 23) 

encountered causing abandonment of 
this material as a binder. Some of 
the difficulties were: (1) The hy- 
drolyzed silicate acted differently de- 

pending on whether it was freshly pre- 
pared. or had aged for some time; (2) 
formulations could not be stored for 
more than a matter of hours. or at most, 
one or two days: 131 crazing of the 
finished resistors often occurred. It 
seemed difficult to control this crazing. 

A justifiable criticism of printed cir- 
cuitry and a great deterrent to its de- 

velopment has been the problem of con- 
trol of resistance value characteristic of 
printed -resistor manufacture by the 
foregoing methods outlined. The pro- 
duction of individual resistors to close 
tolerance is difficult and the reduced 
probability of producing a number of 
resistors on the sane hase to reasonable 
tolerances greatly affects the yield of 
acceptable assemblies. 

The yield of such assemblies, with- 
out resorting to special methods, is 
proportional to the yield rate of an 
individual resistor raised to a power 
equal to the number of resistors per 
assembly. 

Depending on the values of resistors 
desired, the operations of laying down 
the resistors may become quite com- 
plicated. Only in rare instances are 
the resistance values so close together 
as to permit printing all values in a 

single operation using one resistance 
paint formulation. Instead, several 
printing operations must be made, using 
either different formulations to print 
each resistor or closely related group 
of resistors, or using the same formula- 
tion and printing successive layers its 

each operation to obtain the desired 
resistance values. 

Among the production tricks which 
have been resorted to, to increase over- 
all yield, have been the formulation of 
inks and adjustment of the screens or 
other printing means in such a way 
that should the resistance he off toler- 
ance, it is always low in value; by 
abrasive means the resistance value can 
then be raised as needed to make an 
entire assembly meet tolerances. Where 
the nature of the composition of the 
resistor and its cure permits, more re- 
sistance ink may be added by hand 
to reduce the value of the resistor. By 
careful engineering, circuitry may be 

designed so that. for example, only a 

ratio between the values of two resis- 
tors is important; if both resistors are 
outside of tolerance. but as long as they 
are both high or both low. the ratio 

may still be acceptable. Circuitry may 
be so engineered that only one or at 
the most two. out of five or six resis- 
tors need be kept to close tolerances, 
thereby increasing over -all yield. These 
methods are all used. but they serve 
only to emphasize the importance of 
this problem and to indicate the defici- 
encies of the system. 

The most promising method developed 
so far may be considered a compromise 
between the manufacture of resistors as 

a separate component and existing 
methods of printing resistors. 

In this method flexible heat- resistant 
tape base is coated with the resistance - 
paint formulation. Asbestos paper and 
woven glass -fiber tapes were found to 
be among the suitable tapes for this 
purpose. The tape preferred for eco- 

nomical reasons. as well as numerous 
other product Gm reasons, is an asbestos 

paper tape known as Quinterra* tape. 
'l'he coated tape is processed. then coat- 
ed with a protective covering of poly- 
ethylene film. so that it may be handled 
and stored in an uncured or greets con- 
dition. 

Individual resistors can be stamped 
or cut from this tape. the protective 
plastic layer removed and the resistors 
pressed face down into place in the 
circuitry like a piece of adhesive tape. 
in intimate contact with printed sil- 
vered electrodes. then cured according 
to the appropriate schedule for the 
formulation. The resistors are not cured 
until they are in place in the circuitry; 
they are adhesive, the uncured tape be- 
ing sufficiently tacky to adhere of itself. 
making an intermediate adhesive layer 
unnecessary. The resistance film is pro- 
tected from abrasion and electrical 
shorts by the layer of heat- resistant 
tape which is on top in the finished re- 
sistor. The fact that the heat- resistant 
tape forms a protective coating over the 
resistor makes it possible to add a 

moisture- resistant film to improve 
humidity characteristics with negligible 
effect on the resistance value. This tape 
surface has also been found ideal for 
coding or otherwise identifying the re- 

sistor as to batch number. resistance 
value. or any other desired marking. 

Tests performed on resistor units so 

far developed indicate satisfactory oper- 
ation in 200° C ambients. More com- 

plete tests. including life tests. are in 
progress. Resistor values greater than 
one -half megohm have not as yet been 

produced. Contrary to the experience 
of others in this field. the attainment of 
low valises has not given much diffi- 
culty. Fifty -ohm resistors are readily 
producible and even lower values may 
be obtained by slightly modifying pro- 
duction procedures. 

'Johns -Manville Sales Corp., N. V. City. 
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VETERAN WIRELESS OPERATORS ASSOCIATION NEWS 

Officers 
LEE DE FOREST, Honorary President 
WILLIAM J. MCGONIGLE, President 
E. N. PICKERILL, 2nd Vice President 
WM. C. SIMON, Secretary 
R. J. IuERSEN, Assistant Secretary 
C. D. Gt TIIRIE. Treasurer 

Board of Directors 

GEORGE H. CLARK 

A. J. COSTIGAN 

C. D. GUTHRIE 

WILLIAM J. \ICGONIGLE 

CAPT. FRED \FULLER 

IIARADEN PRATT 

WILLIAM C. SIMON 

GEORGE E. STERLING 

Personals 

THE ANNUAL FALL GET-TOGETHER lime- 
lighting rhj, featured talks by a member 
of industry and the police department. 
Acting Captain M. J. McDonough of 
the N. Y. Police Department described 
the police communications setup. He 
revealed that radio was first employed 
in '32 with a 1 -way AM system. In '46 
the application of FM was inaugurated. 
Today there are 1.023 radio units, 700 
of which are 2 -way type operating in 
the 155 -mc band. The system covers an 
area of over 500 square miles of water 
and 323 square miles of land. divided 
into 87 precincts and 337 radio sectors. 
In use now are 497 2 -way patrol cars. 
12 police boats. 6 plait.-- and other mis- 
cellaneous vehicles. There are two basic 
stations with an output of 250 watts, 
while the car transmitters are rated at 
30 watts. The department has two 
transmitters at each location for emer- 
gency tisi, with facilities for providing 
emergency power. should regular power 
fail. McDonough told the VWOAers 

that in '49. 3.883 prisoners were appre- 
hended through the use of radio. and 
the property recovered during that year 
reached a total value of $2.962.424. In 
addition to the uhf system. there is also 
the radio telegraph operation. using 
-tation \SPY to communicate with ships 
at sea. which was installed in '16... . 

The seuond speaker, Major John E. 
Ganlcy. sersi.e engineer of the N. Y. 
Telephone Cu.. who was connected with 
Air Force Intelligence during World 
War IL demonstrated the properties , I 

microwaves such are used in TV -relay 
and utter services using frequencies 
around 10.000 mc. In his demonstra- 
tion he slowed how these frequencies 
could be guided in their direction by 
the use of pipes or hollow rectangular 
tales and reflectors, how they would 
pass through material such as niarhle 
2" thick. but be blocked by thin metal 
tinfoil. and how the waves eould be re- 
ceived only by antennas of the same 
polarization as the transmitting an- 
tenna.... Among those at the meeting 
were Arthur E. Ridley from Boston. 
Leroy Ilretnrner from California and 

Texas. Capt. Fred Muller from Florida. 
Also around were several pre -VWOA- 
ers. Harry Sadenwater. E. .1. Quimby 
and Fred Klingenschmidt. Ridley, who 
is with WU in Boston. carne to New 
York just to attend the meeting. AER 
has held a license since -01. Bremmer 
reported that he is now with the United 
Nations as a TV engineer Also in 
attendance were: H. Harney Sam 
Schneider. George F. Duvall. Ray More- 
house. Donald McNiciil. H. Q. Horneij, 
.1. Ito Lohman. Fred McDermott. C. B. 
Middleton. .lack Hogan. G. W. John- 
stone. Jilt' Sac ick. E. B. Wood to new 
member I. B. K. Davis. G. N. Mathers, 
C. I. Elliott. C. R. Shanholster. H. B. 
Kock. A..1. La Crow. I.. J. Zegouros, E. 
P. Nelson. Henry Hayden. A. G. Cooley, 
Otis Fitchett. L. A. Gagne taro a new 
member,. Ken Richardson. Ed Dros, 
H. E. Ballentine. Vic Vallandre. Frank 
Orth, Gus Erickson. R. L. Fischer, A. 
C. Tamburino. II. T. \Villiams. W. J. 
Gullule. J. Lohman. E. C. Cochrane, E. 
H. Price. Nick Esposito tthe third new 
member at the affair 1. and Herb Mul- 
ler. F \I's son. 

At the recent VWOA fall meeting in New York City, left to right: Leroy Bremmer, William C. Simon, John E. Ganly, William 
J. McGonigle, Captain M. McDonough, Horaden Pratt, C. D. Guthrie and Fred Muller. 
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Miniature 10 -Turn Pot 

A 10 -TURN POT with a wire wound re- 
sistance element 18" long, contained in a 

3/4" diameter case, has been announced. 
Two turns of the shaft are said to pro- 

vide a resolution more than 12 times that 
of a conventional potentiometer of equiva- 
lent diameter. 

Available from stock and also in special 
resistance values from 100 to 50,000 ohms 
with accuracies of ±.5 per cent and also 
±.1 per cent. The power rating is 2 watts 
and net weight is less than an ounce. 

Double shaft extensions may be pro- 
vided. as may welded tap connections at 
almost any points on the coils. -Model AI: 
flelipot Corp., S. Pasadena, Cali /. (Bulle- 
tin 108 contains complete details.) 

Inorganic Green- Cement -Coating 
Resistors 

A NEW TYPE OF ORGANIC GREEN CEMENT 

coating which it is said will not blister. 
crack or peal as a result of heat is now 
being applied to resistors. Resistors are 
available in either fixed or variable types 
with choice of various terminal ends such 
as lug, wire. ur combinations. Rating- 
range front 5 to 200 watts, with a choice 
of resistances: Greenohm resistors; Claro- 
state llanajacturing Co.. Inc., Dover. .X. H. 

Sr) It Optical Barrel 
A Scultli T OI'TICAt. itARRREI. has been pro- 
duced for the projection of television or 
'scope images on screens up to 6'x8'. 
Images may be varied in size by means of 
a control on the barrel. For smaller 
images, the optical system is available with 
a different lens. Dimensions: 17'' high, 
13" diameter. - Spellman Television Corp., 
3029 Webster Ave.. Bronx 67, New York. 

Selenium Rectifier 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS which resemble paper 
capacitors in appearance and do not re- 
quire mounting holes for installation have 
been announced. Rectifiers are said to be 
completely sealed and yet run adequately 
cool up to their rated capacities. Avail- 
able are 40, 65 and 100 ma models. - 
Plasticel; Precision Rectifier Corp., 131 
Iloerum St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Precision Rectifier 100ma selenium rectifier 
(actual nisei. 

Power Relay 
oft POWER RELAY that will operate di- 

rectly in the plate circuit of any triode, 
including miniatures, is now available. 
With proper coil, pickup current can be 
as low as 3 ma, and dropout current as 
high as 40 per cent of pickup current. 
Operate time can he as fast as 30 milli- 
seconds. Contacts conservatively rated at 
10 amperes, 230 volts, ac, proved by 1/2 mil- 
lion operations at 30 amperes inrush, 10 
amperes break. Contacts said to be 
heavily insulated, ?á" creepage, or more, 
over exposed areas. Numbered screw ter- 
minals recessed in molded terminal block. - 
Type CP; C. P. Clare and Co., 4719 W. 
Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

C. P. Clare dc relay. 

WHEN YOU CHANGE 

YOUR ADDRESS 
Be sure to notify the Subscription 

Department of TELEVISION ENGI- 
NEERING, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New 
York 17, N. Y., giving the old as 
well as the new address, and do this 
at least four weeks in advance. The 
Post Office Department does not 
forward magazines unless you pay 
additional postage, and we cannot 
duplicate copies mailed to the old 
address. We ask your cooperation. 

Personals 

Charles M. Odorizzi has become operating 
vice president of the RCA Victor Division. 
Odorizzi has served, since July, 1949, as 
vice president in charge of service for the 
RCA Victor Division. In his new post he 
will continue as chairman of the board of 
the RCA Service Company. 

Charles M. Odorizzi Kenneth Fox 

Kenneth Fox, formerly a vacuum metallur- 
gist with National Research Corp., has 

joined the Kinney Manufacturing Co., 

Boston, Mass, as sales application en- 

gineer. 

Frank Freiman has been elected president 
of The Magnavox Company. Richard A. 

O'Connor, formerly president, has been 

made chairman of the board. 

R. P. Clausen, formerly- assistant chief en- 

gineer, has become chief engineer of the 
radio tube division of Sylvania Electric 
Products, Inc. Clausen succeeds M. A. 
Acheson, who has been transferred to the 

staff of E. Finley Carter. vice president in 
charge of engineering at New York. 

Hulbert C. Tittle, formerly engineering 
service manager, has been appointed assist- 

ant chief engineer for the radio and tele- 
vi -ion divis of Sylvania Electric Prod- 
ucts, Inc. 

Charles W. Creaser is now special products 
sales manager of Workshop Associates, 
Inc., and Kenneth S. Brock has become 
commercial sales manager. 

Wickham Harter has been appointed CRL 
sales manager of mechanical -electronic 
products, embracing the sales activities of 
the variable resistor and switch divisions. 
Harter will also give executive supervision 
to distributor, export and CRL advertising 
departments. Robert A. Mueller, who has 

been sales assistant to Harter, has been 
appointed distributor sales manager. Doug- 
las Thatcher has been appointed sales 

manager of ceramic- electronic products. in- 
cluding the sales division for ceramic capa- 
citors. printed circuits and steatite. 

James H. Sweeney has been appointed 
sales manager for germanium diodes and 
quartz crystals in the G.E. commercial 
equipment divi.inn. 

James M. Tone t. former advertising man- 
ager of the RCA \ ictor Home Instruments 
Department, has been appointed director 
of public relations of the RCA Victor 
Division. Thomas J. Bernard will con- 
tinue as assistant director of public rela- 
t ions. 

Toney succeeds John K. West, who is 
now with NBC as vice president in charge 
of the western division. 
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Walter A. Buck has been elected to the 
board of directors of RCA. Admiral Buck, 
who is vice president and general manager 
of the RCA Victor Division, succeeds Ed- 
uard J. Nally, who retired because of age. 

James F. Brehm is now president of Fred- 
erick Hart & Co., Inc., Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 

M. S. Klinedinst has been appointed man- 
ager of the industrial equipment sales sec- 
tion of the RCA Engineering Products 
Department. Klinedinst succeeds P. B. 
Reed, who was recently named vice presi- 
dent in charge of the government service 
division of the RCA Service Company. 

Charles H. Cox, Jr., is now purchasing 
agent of Synthane Corp., Oaks, Pa. 

At Chicago IRE Meeting 

limn Nelson, center, sales manager of trans- 
mitting and industrial tubes for the G. E. tube 
divisions, discussing a G. E. ceramic tube with 
Kipling Adams. left, of General Radio, chair- 
man of the Chicago IRE chapter, and Ernest 
B. Schwerin, right, of Bendix Aviation, Kansas 
City, Mo., at the recent Sixth Annual Elec- 
tronics Conference and Exhibition in Chicago. 
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Briefly Speaking .. . 

THEATRE TV no longer appears to be 
confined to the laboratory. Recent 
demonstrations have revealed that large - 
screen projection techniques have 
reached an extremely practical stage. 
In one recent test, the possibilities of 
full -screen projection, using 16 -mm film 
processed 60 seconds after picture tube 
pickup. was shown. In this system. de- 
veloped by the General Precision Lab- 
oratory and presented before the Chi - 
cago session of the Theater Equipment 
and Supply Manufacturers Convention, 
three units were used: video recorder, 
rapid -film processor and a projector. 
Camera featured a shutter which allows 
one complete scanning of the TV screen 
to be recorded on each frame of the 
filni. while the processor develops, 
washes and fixes the film, and then 
dries it with infra -red rays, waxes it, 
and feeds it to the projector, all within 
one minute.... Sonotone Corp.. Elms- 
ford, N. Y.. have opened a new receiv- 
ing tube plant with 20.000 square feet 
of floor space in which miniature tubes 
for radio and TV sets will be made... . 

Constant -voltage transformers are now 
being built into TV receivers, according 
to a report front Sola Electric Company 
in Chicago.... Ampex Electric Corp.. 
San Carlos, Calif., recently received an 
award from the 12th Annual Electrical 
Manufacturing Products Design Com- 
petition for their magnetic tape re- 
corder. . . . The Wincharger Corp.. 
Sioux City, Iowa. recently celebrated 
its 15th anniversary'. During a ten -day 
celebration period. about 3.000 visitor, 
were conducted through the plant... . 

Dr. V. K. Zwo l.in. \ire president and 
technical consultant of the RCA Lab- 
oratories Division. is now on a seven 
week tour of South America, during 
which he will discuss the development 
and potentialities of TV. Among th,. 
countries Dr. Zworykin will visit arc 
Brazil. Argentina. Peru. Ecuador, Co- 
lombia and Venezuela. . . . Raytheon 
ha opened a new pilot plant in Quinet. 

in which will be manufactured. 
at Illt present time. subminiature and 
miniature tubes for the military. It 
typected that at sometime in the futur'. 
tuhr- for commercial applications will 
be made here, too. ... Cornish Wier 
Co.. Inc., have moved to new offices at 
50 Church St.. New York 7. N. Y.... 
Trod Television Corp., recently acquired 
control of the \\ it -Ray Products Com- 
pany. Marlboro. N.J.. a cabinet maul] 
facturer.... Radio Receptor Co., LB'.. 
84 North 9th St.. Brooklyn 11, N. 1.. 
has purchased an additional plant with 
90.000 square feet of factory space 

at Wythe Avenue and North 3rd St.. 
Brooklyn. 

BIRTCHER 
STAINLESS STEEL - LOCKING TYPE 

TUBE 
CLAMPS 

Stainless 
Stoll 

Corrosion 
Proof 

83 VARIATIONS 
Where vibration is a problem, Birtcher 

Locking TUBE CLAMPS offer a foolproof, 
practical solution. Recommended for all 
types of tubes and similar plug -in com- 
ponents. 

More than three million of these 
clamps in use. 

FREE CATALOG 

Send for samples of Birtcher stainless 
steel tube clomps and our standard cata- 
log listing tube base types, recommended 
clamp designs, and price list. 

THE BIRTCHER CORPORATION 
S087 HUNTINGTON OR. LOS ANGELES 32 

I 

TWIN LEAD, TELEVISION 

LIGHTNING 
'ARRESTER 

ß:r7 

APPROVED 
The fastest Selling Light- 
ning Arrester in the U. S. 
Today! Twin Lead 

$225 

SAFE I 1 I ' /GUARD 
Simple to install everywhere and anywhere 
...no stripping, cutting or spreading of 
wires. More than 300,000 in use today! 

SEE YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE TO 

MANUFACTURING CO., Inc. 
6127 16th Avenue, Brooklyn 4, N. Y. 

First in Television Antennas L Accessories 
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special e6Iayß- 
OVER A MILLION IN STOCK! 

Whether you require large quantities of relays for 

production runs or single units for laboratory or 

amateur work, Wells can make immediate delivery 

and save you a substantial part of the cost. 

STOCK NO. VOLTAGE 

R503 
R-749 
R-804 
R2511 
R579 
R294 
R686 
R-246 
R246A 
R611 
R-283 
R-614 
R-262 
R-2s5 
R-527 
R-544 

1232 VDC. 
600 VDC. 
550 VAC. 
115 VAC. 
220 VAC. 

27.5 VDC. 
115 VAC. 
115 VAC. 
115 VAC. 

24 VAC. 
12 VDC. 

18 24 VDC. 

OHMAGE 

100 

200 

125 

60 

200 

12 VDC. 25 

6'12 VDC. 50 30 

12 24 VDC. 60 60 

R255 
R-669 75 VAC. 400 CYC. 

R660 6VDC. 
R-651 24 VDC. 100 

R-295 12 VDC. 275 

R230 5 8 VDC. 2 

R-813 12 VDC. 12 

R-275 12 VDC. 750 

R-716 24 VDC. 70 

R620 6 12 VDC. 35 

R629 9 14 VDC. 40 

R-778 8 VDC. 4500 

R-720 20 VDC. 50 

R-500 12 VDC. 10 10 

R-816 12 VDC. 10 15 

R-811 48 VDC. 8000 
R524 24 VAC. DC. ... 
R-838 90 120 VDC. 925 

R839 100 125 VDC. 1200 

R-840 

R-84I 

R-842 

R-843 

115 V DC. 1200 

115 VDC. 1200 

115 VDC. 925 

115 VDC. 1200 

R-844 115 VDC. 1200 

R -845 220 VAC. Intermit. 

CONTACTS 

3A. 2C 

Mao. 28 Amps. 
18 38 mDo. 

Adj. Cir. Breaker .04 -. 16A 

IB 
IB 
2C 

IB 
IA 
IA 30 Amps. 
AC '10 Amps. 
IA *Amps. 
IC 
4 In. Miealea Lever 
In Series 
IC 

IA 
IB. IA 
e" Stroke 

Solenoid Valve 
Annuncitar Drop 
2A, IC 
Wafer 
IA, IB. IC 
2A 5 Amp*. 
2C. IA 
IC 10 Amps. 
IC '5 Amps. 
2C. Ceramic 
2C 6 Amps. 
2C 6 Amps. 
IC 

2A 

3A 

2A 

4A 

3A 

3A 

3A.IB 

3A 

R -831 7.5 29 VDC. 6.5 IA 250A. 1000A Surge 

R837 110 VAC. ... 2A 30 Amps. 

R835 24 VDC. 2800 IA Dbke. Brk. IO Amps. 

R836 220 VAC. 2A Dble. Brk. 10 Amps. 

R -566 115 VAC. (Coil only. Not a complete relay) 

R 710 150Ohms. Coil Only 

Write For New Wells Catalog 

This list represents only a few types of Special Relays. 

We also have huge stocks of Standard D.C. Telephone 

Relays, Midget Relays, Contactors, Keying Relays, 

Rotary and Slow Acting Types as well as many 

others. Write or wire us about your requirements. 

MANUFACTURER & NUMBER PRICE 

G.E. Ant. Keying 500W 2C6530- 653ARI 
Allen Bradley 810 Daahpot 
Cutler Hammer C261173A34 Contactor 
Westinghouse MN Overload 
Adlake 60 See. Thermo Delay 
Edison 50 See. Thermo Delay 

Leach 115775 20 See. ADJ. Delay 
Cramer 2 Min. Adj. Time Delay 
Cramer 2 Min. Adj. Time Delay 

D urakool BF -63 

Onan Rev. Current 3H4512 R24 

Rev. Current Cutout 3H2339A'El 
W. U. Tel. Co. 41C Single Current 

227668 For Ser -274N 
G.E. Push Button Remote Relay 
. Cß2791- R -106C8 
G.E. Pressure Switch r 29278100 -C2 

Clare 400 

Cannon Plunger Relay r 13672 

Guardian Ratchet Relay 
Ratchet Relay From Ser -522 

Guardian BKI0 
BK -13 
Guardian RK16 
Guardian BK -17A 
Kururan BK -24 
45A High Power 
Str. Dunn. Latch & Reset 

Guardian Latch & Reset 

Sigma 4R 
Edwards Alarm Bell 
Allen Bradley- Bulletin .702 
Motor Control 
Allen Bradley- Bulletin .200E 
Motor Control 
Allen Bradley Bulletin .209 Size 1 

Motor Control W Type "N" Thermals 
Allen Bradley- Bulletin .709 Size 2 

Motor Control W Type "N" Thermals 
Allen Bradley Bulletin 709 

Motor Control W Type "N" Thermals 
Allen Bradley- Bulletin .200 
Motor Control 
Allen Bradley -Bulletin .202 
Motor Control 
Allen Bradley- Bulletin .704 
Motor Control 
Leach B -8 
Leach 6104 
Wheelock Signal. BI 39 
Wheelock Signal. Al 37 

Leach 6104 
Gh1,111an 4N11'.ï 

52.25 
5.95 
3.50 

12.95 

6.95 

4.25 
4.95 

8.95 
8.95 

4.25 

1.00 
3.50 
3.75 

.95 

.95 

1.65 
.95 
.95 
.95 

2.'n 
2.15 
2.15 
4.25 
2.75 
1.49 
1.05 
1.25 

2.10 
1.35 

2.85 
2.85 
1.65 

.95 

Wide Selection 

of Electronic 

Components 
at WELLS 

Tubes 

Resistors 

Condensers 

Wire U Cable 

Volume Controls 

Co -ax Connectors 

Relays 

Rectifiers 

Transformers and 
4.50 Chokes 

Micro Switches and 

Toggles 

Antennas and 
Accessories 

4.50 

5.50 

25.00 

5.50 

4.50 

4.50 

4.50 
3.50 
2.75 
1.95 
3.45 
.7 

Electronic 
Assemblies 

Dial Light 
Assemblies 

Each relay is new, individually boxed, and unconditionally guaranteed by Wells 

Worlds Largest Display of Radio and Electronic Components 

7/WELLS/ 9,000 Square Feet of Display All On One Floor 

SALES, INC. 320 N. LA SALLE ST., DEPT. E, CHICAGO 10, ILL. 

1:: TeleVision Engineering, November, 1950 
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A NEW BOLOMETER BRIDGE 

for POWER Measurements between 5 and 4,000 Mc 

Simple to Use Accurate Adaptable to a Wide 
Variety of Bolometer Elements 

For either SUBSTITUTION or DIRECT -READING MEASUREMENTS 
Substitution Method Accuracies better than 10% 
Bolometer Resistances between 25 and 400 Ohms, 
and Bolometer Currents to 100 ma can be accom- 
modated. 
Because measurements are made AFTER final bal- 

Direct- Reading Accuracies better than 20% 
ance, and after r -f power is removed, errors due to 
changes in r -f power level while making readings 
are eliminated, and accuracies are considerably im- 
proved. 

TYPICAL MEASUREMENTS 
Power Output of Oscillators Loss Measurements Static Characteristics of Bolometers 

Calibration of Voltmeters and Bolometers 
Four G -R Bolometer Elements are available, with ranges 
and accuracies between O to 6 mw z (10 -4 0.05 mw) and 
0 to 500 mw * (10 % 3mw). Units of other manufacture can be used with this bridge if the resistance ranges and bolo- 

meter currents of the bridge are not exceeded. 
Expensive and specialized accessories are not required. The 
standard and generally available G -R Type 874 Coaxial Ele- 
ments are ideal for use as tuning units and transformers. 

TYPE 1651 -A BOLOMETER BRIDGE... $325.00 - WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY Cambridge 39, 
Massachusetts 

90 West St., New York 6 920 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5 1000 N. Seward St., Los Angeles 38 
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with the most authoritative 
technical literature in the field 

Tube Handbook -All Types HB -3 
(73/s" x 5') The "bible" of the 

industry- contains over 2500 pages of 
loose -leaf data and curves on all RCA re- 

ceiving tubes, power tubes, cathode -ray tubes, 
phototubes, and special tubes. Three de luxe 
4 -prong binders imprinted in gold. Available 
on subscription basis. Price, 810.00 including 
service for first year. Write to Commercial Engi- 
neering for descriptive folder and order form. 

DReceiving Tube Manual -RC -16 (8%' x 
51/21-300 pages. New, completely up- 

to -date. Covers technical information on more 
than 460 RCA receiving tubes and kinescopes. 
Includes an expanded circuit section, enlarged 
section on resistance -coupled amplifiers, new data 
on cathode- follower design, and completely 
revised tube classification charts, including mini- 
ature types and their GT equivalents. Features 
lie -flat binding. Price, 50 cents. 

Radiotron Designer's Handbook -(9' x 
6') -356 pages. Edited by F. Langford 

Smith of Amalgamated Wireless Valve Company 
Pty. Ltd. in Australia. Of value to anyone inter- 
ested in fundamental principles of practical cir- 
cuit design. Copiously illustrated. Price, 51.25. 

Power and Gas Tubes for Radio and In- 
dustry- Bulletin PG -101 -A (11' x Sys') 

-20 pages. Contains basic data on more than 
150 air -and- water -cooled transmitting tubes, 

Use this convenient coupon 

for obtaining the RCA tube 

literature you need. 

D 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMER /CA 

L/ ELECTRON T HARRISON, N.J. 

Commercial Engineering 
Section 65äR, Harrison, N. J. 

Send me the RCA publications checked below. I am enclosing 
$ to cover cost of the books for which Hien is o charge. 

rectifier tubes, thyratrons, ignitrons, and voltage 
regulators. Features brief descriptions, applica- 
tions, terminal connection diagrams, and photos 
of representative types. Price, 15 cents. 

1131 
Phototubes, Cathode -Ray and Special 
Types -Bulletin CRPS -102A (11'x81h") 

-20 pages. Contains basic data on more than 
145 single -unit, twin -unit, and multiplier photo - 
tubes, cathode -ray tubes, camera tubes, mono - 
scopes and types for special applications. In- 
cludes brief descriptions, applications, terminal 
connections, and photos of many types. Spectral 
response curves are given for all phototubes. 
Price, 15 cents. 

ElReceiving Tubes for AM, FM, and Tele- 
vision Broadcast -Bulletin 1275 -E -24 

pages. Completely revised and brought up to 
date. Contains characteristics on more than 
450 RCA receiving tubes including kinescopes 
and a classification chart which lists all types 
according to function, and group types having 
similar characteristics and same cathode voltage. 
Socket connection diagrams arranged for quick 
and easy reference. Price, 10 cents. 

0 Instruction Booklets- Complete author- 
ized information on individual RCA 

transmitting tubes and other tubes for communi- 
cations and industry. Be sure to mention tube - 
type booklet desired. Single copy on any type 
free on request. 

III MI 111111 III III MI El III 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

HB -3 Tube Handbook (510)` (A) 
RC -16 Receiving Tube Mongol (50 cents) (8) 
Radiohon Designer's Handbook ($1.25)' (C) 
Power and Gas Tubes for Radio and Industry (IS cents) (D) 

D Pholotubes, Cathode -Ray and Special Types (15 cents) (E) 

gReceiving Tubes for AM, FM, and TV (IO cents) (F) 

Instruction Booklet on tube types (Free) (G) 

*Prices apply to U S and possessions only 
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